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Designing Healthy, 
Energy-Efficient Buildings 
H.T. Gordon. A.IA 

INTRODUCTION 

\. The growing concern with designing and operating healthy 
buildings is sometimes perceived co be in conflict with energy 
conservation. From this perspective, sick building syndrome and 
other health-related building issues emerged from the tightening 
of building envelopes and the reduction of ventilation quantities. 
But materials selection, systems maintenance, occupant activities, 
and other elements are also critical factors affecting the interior 
environment. While there is a relationship between healthy build
ings and energy conservation, the issues are not simple ones. 
Increasing ventilation quantities, one of the common measures 
used to improve the health of buildings, does require additional 
HVAC energy. However, there are many other opportunities ro 
save energy in building design that easily offset this increase in 
ventilation energy:_ \ 

The producti61'rt>f energy from fossil fuel and nuclear sources 
has decidedly negative environmental impacts. In some locations, 
the outside air has become sufficiently polluted that it is oflimited 
value for ventilation. The escalating demand for energy through
out the world exacerbates acid rain, global warming, and other 
problems. From a global environmental viewpoint, energy effi
ciency must be regarded as one essential element of a healthy 
building. 

Decisions regarding basic building design and the selection 
of materials and building systems establish the groundwork for 
healthy buildings. The responsibilities during design fall into the 
domain of architects, engineers, and interior designers and man
date careful coordination among the disciplines. Care is required 
during construction and commissioning of a building to realize 
the design intent. Those responsible for building operations must 
understand the importance of their actions in maintaining a 
healthy environment. 

ATTRIBUTES A~D RESPONSIBILITIES 
Healthy buildings are those that support and enhance the 

activities for which the building was designed. The attributes of 
healthy buildings include: 
• Air quality 
• Lighting quality 
• Thermal comfort 
• Acoustic comfort 
• Energy efficiency 
• Responsiveness co the global environment 

Designing a healthy building requires a coordinated effort 
among architects. engineers. and interior designers. 

Architects must address: 
• Site planning 
• Envelope design 
• Selection of base building materials 
• Functional groupings (especially for special environmental 

requirements) 
• Lighting and daylighting 
• Building commissioning 

Engineers must address: 
• HVAC selection and controls 
• Ventilation quantity and quality 
• Effectiveness of air distribution 
• Provisions for systems maintenance 
• Lighting interface 
• Building commissioning 
Interior designers must address: 

• Selection of finish materials 
• Systems furniture-effect on HVAC distribution 
• Requirements for material maintenance 
• Light distribution 
• Building commissioning 

BUILDING ENERGY l.JSE PATTERNS 
To understand the importance of energy to healthy buildings 

and a healthy environment, it is necessary to examine current pat
terns of energy use. As illustrated in Figure I, the building sector 
is responsible for more than 401l,7o of the energy consumed in the 
U.S.; about 85 010 of this amount is for building operations, and 
the remainder goes into the construction of buildings. Lighting 

Building Energy Use 
407. 

Otner 
607. 

Figure I Jfore than 40 1110 of rota/ U.S. energy use is for buildings. 

Harr~ T. Gordon is a principal of Burr Hill Kosar Rittelmann Associates. Washingwn. DC. 
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is che single largest form of commercial building energy consump
l ion. as illustrated in Figure 3 (:--;arional Energy Strategy 1991). 
When primary (or source) energy requiremenls are considered, 
commercial building energy use. especially of electricity, has 
increased substantially in che lase three decades and is expecred to 
continue doing so (Figure 2). 

. .\t present. more than r110-rhirds of primary energy use in 
commercial buildings is elemicity. The proponion of building 
energy use that is supplied by electricity has been increasing for 
.;everal reasons. There has been a substantial increase in equipment 
use in commercial offices, especially for computers and related 
components; the cooling load generated by chese machines is nor
mally met by chillers, fans, and ocher electricity-using compo
nents. For first-cost reasons. many commercial buildings are also 
heated with electricity. Offsening these trends to a large extent is 
the great improvements in the efficacy of lighting, bur the trend 
of electricity use is still upward. American businesses now spend 
in excess of $1 billion per year on electrical energy for buildings. 

E'.'iVIRONMENTAL CONSEQUENCES OF ENERGY USE 

Inefficiencies in the production and transmission of electric
iry result in only about JOOJo to 350Jo of the primary energy value 
of the fuel used to generate the electricity being available for use 

Non Building Uus 
19:; 

Space Coolinq 
1J:; 

Ottice & Pluq Load 
n: 

Ventilation 
7:; 

Other Appliances 
7:; 

Figure 3 lighting is now the single largest form of commercial 
energy consumption. 
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at the building. \lore lhan 801ro of cb:trici1y is generated from 
1·ossil fuel rnmbuslion. predominantly coal. The acid rain. global 
warming, and related em·ironmental consequences of burning 
fossil fuels are beginning w be 11ell known. Howe1·er. the economic 
cost 01· these consequences is usually considered only in 1·ague 
terms . 

.-\recent study by the American Solar Energ~ Society 
attempted to estimate the "hidden" or societal cost of generating 
energy from com·encional sources (A.SES 1989) .. .\mong che 
energy-related com thac are nor retlected in utility bills are: 

Corrosion of structures S2 b; yr 
Agricultural crop losses S3-8 b; yr 
Health impacts Sl2-2 b1yr 
Treatment of radioactive wastes $4-32 b/ yr 
Military coses-energy security $15-54 b/yr 
Fuel subsidies $43-55 b/yr 
Lost employment $31 b1 yr 

While these coses are che escimares of experts, they are cer
tainly not comprehensive. Yee che average total is almost $200 bil
lion a year, which is at lease one-half of the cost paid in che U.S. 
for energy each year. Ocher estimates put the hidden coses much 
higher. Regardless of the actual amount, the key point is that these 
coses are real and each of us pays them; most of the cost is paid 
from tax dollars, some from other funds. Only when we consider 
the economic and social consequences of these "hidden" costs will 
we begin to make realistic decisions about energy efficiency. 

ENERGY EFFICIENCY AND INDOOR AIR QUALITY 
One of the primary issues in describing healthy buildings is 

indoor air quality, which led to recent revisions inASHRAE Sran
dard 62, Ventilation for Acceptable Indoor Air Quality. For many 
occupancies, this establishes the quantity of outdoor air at 20 
cfm/person, a figure that is four times as large as in the previous 
version of the standard for nonsmoking spaces. For normal office 
densities, this new standard amounts to about one air change per 
hour of outside air. 

1990 2000 2010 

Figure 2 Commercial building energy Lise, especiallv electricuy, is projecred ro increase subsranriall_1·. 
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Figure./ ASHRAE Standard 62-1989: Increased ventilation slightly increases operating costs in offices. 

Concern has been expressed by some that this increase in 
ventilation requirements will result in a great increase in energy 
requirements. A recent study by Eto and ~{eyer (1988) indicates 
that, for large office buildings, the energy impact of increased ven
tilation is manageable. The authors examined the increase in 
energy use resulting from the change from 5 cfm per person to 20 
dm/ person in 13 North American cities. The results for four of 
these locations are shown in Figure 4. While the researchers found 

'!Ii Increase in Cost 

increases in energy use ranging from less than 1 f'J/o to about 81l7o for 
heating and less than l <J/o to almost 14l17o for cooling, the increases 
in operating cost are much lower, as shown in Figure 5. The max
imum percentage increase in operating costs for all locations 
examined is less than 5 <1/o. Since space-conditioning energy costs 
are only a fraction of the total energy costs of operating the build
ing, the impact of ventilation on operating cost is much less dra
matic than it is when viewed in heating/cooling energy terms. 

a.s ~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~___, 

Dallas Washington Minneapolis San Francisco 

B Operating $ 

20 •• 6 CFM/Peraon Elo & Meyer 

Figure 5 ASH RAE Standard 152-1989: Increased ventilation requires more energy in ojfices. 
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Ocher researchers hme reported thac the effecc of increased \en
tiiation is more significant in smaller buildings wich redut:ed imer
nal loads from people and equipmenL Fo'f example, Steele and 
Bro\\ n ( 1989) r·ound a 13 070 increase in cotal energy cosc i'or a pro
tOC \ pi-:al school. 

SYSTE,lS l\TEGR.UIO\ :\\D E\ERGY EFFICIE\C\' 

Creativicy in building design and an integrated A, E ID 
approa(h can produt:e energy savings that easily offset increases 
in \·entilacion HYAC energy. Improvements in building envelope 
materials, lighcing, HYAC and fan efficiencies, and controls cre
ate che opportunicy for substantial reductions in energy require
ments. with lice le or no increase in first cost. 

For example, a l 75,000-ft 2 office building in Pittsburgh. PA. 
uses a seasonally variable thermal chimney to control climate 
irnpa(tS on an atrium space (Figure 6). The atrium is conditioned 
with exhaust air from other portions ofche building, resulting in 
an atrium wich no increase in primary energy requirements. Simi
larly, the use of advanced glazing assemblies in the building enve
lope permitted offsetting reductions in HYAC equipment. The 
sprinkler system piping is used to serve water-source heat pumps, 
resulting in improved zone control and reduced construction cost. 
As a result, the building was constructed for a cost that is com
petitive with other office buildings but has a measured energy con
sumption of about 33,000 Btu/ ft 2 per year, less than half that of 

Figure fi Diagram shows how wesr 5/a::.invair shafr of arrium 
ucrs as a narural solarchimne_,; depending on rhe srack 
1!jfecr and remperarure differenria/ due ro solar hear 
lmildup ar 1he 1·errical louvers wirhin rhe shaji. The ner 
e/fecr is ro e/i111111are solar hear. rhus minimi::.inf! hear 
~ain in rhe urrium. 

~ -----~ ------~ 

Figure 7 The London office building uses rhe arrium us a key 
elemenr of a nawral venrilation sysrem. eliminaring 
mechanical cooling. 

similar contemporary office buildings, despite the fact that ven
tilation was based on 20 cfm1 person:" 

Similarly, a building near London, UK, uses a large central 
atrium to induce ventilation through surrounding office spaces. 
The 150,000-ft2 building was designed as the headquarters for 
paper manufacturers. The designers were asked to create a natur
ally ventilated building chat would eliminate the need for a cen
tral cooling system. The operable roof glazing of the atrium creates 
a stack effect, drawing outside air through windows in the build
ing perimeter, through the offices, and into the atrium (Figure 7). 
The building has operated successfully for seven years and has an 
energy use chat rivals the best new office designs in the UK (646 
MJ/ m2). The construction cost was only two-thirds that of a 
fully cooled office building built in the UK (IEA 1990). 

CONCLUSIONS 

• Energy efficiency is one key attribute of a healthy building . 
While increases in ventilation air quantities will require addi
tional space-conditioning energy, there are many offsetting 
energy-saving oppormnities. 

• Design of a healthy, energy-efficient building requires a co
ordinated interdisciplinary eifon among building professionals 
and the cooperation of building owners and managers. 

• Commercial building energy requirements have been increasing 
for the last three decades, and are projected to continue doing 
so. Electricity is the largest component-more than two-thirds 
of commercial building energy consumption in source energy 
terms. 

• \fost electricity is generated fro m fo sil fuels. predominantly 
coal. The adverse environmental effecrs of fo sil fuel consump
tion are inadequately accounred for in utility bills and are largely 
paid wich tax dollars. This Cieates an artificially low economic 
value for energy and discourages conservation. 

• Creative commercial building designs. using a sy<;terns inte
gration approach . .:an use 1·entilation effects to reduce buildin g 
energy requirements and com. while producing highl y effecti\e 
work environments. 
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Construction and Renovation 
for Healthy Buildings 
. .\.E. \Vheeler 
Fei /01" . .J.SHR,-4£ 

l:'IJTRODCCTION 

/ The title of this paper implies that we adequately understand 
''hat makes buildings unhealthy. The chiei thrusts of IAQ research 
and t"ield investigations have been to identify specific contami
nan rs that cause discomfort and symptoms of illness, measure the 
level of tolerance, determine their sources, and relate the distress 
they cause to other human stress factors, especially thermal, 
visual, and acoustical. While it would be presumptuous to believe 
the work and understanding is complete, the base of available 
information is sufficient to adopt techniques, con<::epts, and 
procedural safeguards into design, construction, and management 
that are likely to produce and maintain healthy buildings. · 

The place to begin our quest for healthy buildings is an;tami
nation of the building construction process. Typically, it begins 
with a recognized need by a developer, business, or institution for 
building space. This need is communicated to architects, engi
neers. and space planners who document graphic and verbal 
descriptions based on their understanding of the client's need. 
These documents, in turn, result in a construction contract, 
usually with the low and sharpest bidder in a highly competitive 
procedure. The contractor has developed his own understanding 
of the need. which must be regarded along with his own to mak~ 
a profit. The building, when constructed. is transferred into the 
hands of building management with responsibility to operate, 
maintain, and modify, to fulfill not only the original objectives 
for the srructure. but the new and changing goals of its tenants. 

The baton has been passed three rimes. This is a well
established approach for creating the work and living environ
ments for the occupants at the end of the deliverv chain. The reno
vation process is often similar. The shifting of re;ponsibilities from 
owner to designers to contractors to building management and 
weaknesses in link-to-link communication can make the process 
quire shaky. 

While others in the link system are motivated to consider the 
occupants' well being, they are not represented in the chain. 
:V!oreover. entities such as the developer. architect, and HVAC and 
electrical engineers may be detached (or semi-detached) by inter
vening links from the end user. 

Priorities of cost control (of fees as well as construction) and 
scheduling understandably push consideration of the comfort and 
health of the faceless occupants into the background. Building 
man;igement itself seems at times divided i;to t\\O camps_: 
management and operation. Frequently, systems operation and 
building maintenance are left on their own b\' the building 
administrators. who. by virtue oi their talents and interests. ma~· 
ha'-: quite limited knowledge of the workings of the HVAC s~<-

Arlhur F:. \\heeler is prc,iden1 01 \\"heeb Engi neeri ng. To11rnn. \ ID. 

tern and the skills. materials, and services ,·ital to its successful per
formance. 

Several compilations of "problem" buildings with sick build
ing syndrome (SBS) reveal that building operation and main
tenance is the leading underlying cause of environmental distress 
(Honeywell !990). Design and construction practices are also con
tributors. In a real way, the failure of the building to provide a 
healthy and comfortable environment has an impact on us all. 
Should litigation result from such failure, who in the chain is 
immune from the suit? 

DESIGN 
Designers are becoming aware, although rather slowly, of 

the responsibility society is assigning them for the well being of 
building occupants. The enlightened are designing defensively and 
are actively seeking ways to improve indoor air quality through 
concept, equipment, and material selection. Let's touch on a few 
new ideas. 

Work Stations 

A common feature of office landscapes are the shoulder-high 
enclosures for work stations-sometimes known as "boxes 
without topses'.' Cubicle fever, spawned by poor ventilation effec
tiveness. temperature control. and visual strain from the reflected 
glare of undershelf lighting, assumes a place in the SBS lexicon. 
Several manufacturers have introduced products and concepts to 
avoid this condition. Ventilation integrated into the partitioning 
system (CC 1990) and displacement ventilation utilizing access 
flooring are two methods. Figure I illustrates how improved 
breathing zone air quality can be achieved (Mathisen 1990). This 
latter approach, more commonly applied in Europe and South 
Africa. offers individual volume and directional air control (Tate 
1990) . One U.S. survey repons a high degree of user satisfaction 
with this technique (Hedge et al. 1990). 

New Control Strategies 

Direct digital control promises greater reliability, flexibility, 
and improved strategies for enhanced HVAC performance. For 
variable-air-volume (VAV) systems, ASH RAE Standard 62-1989 
(ASH RAE 1989) virtually mandares a constant outdoor ventila
tion rate in cfm (L/s) per person even as the total supply rate of 
airtlow is changing in response to the demand of the space coo l
ing load. Improved flow measurement techniques and transducer 
design are but two approaches to making this feasible. Direct 
closed-loop outdoor air vent ilation control from commercial 
CO: ;ensors 11 ith re;isonable recalibration requirements is now 
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Figure I S1rarifica1ion of conramrnanrs from one person in a room ll'irh disp/acemenr \'enrilarion 

available. This development offers subscantial energy cosc benefics. 
especially in high-densicy, variable-occupancy applications. 

DDC terminal control can be used to effectively isolate build
ing areas under renovation to mitigate the spread of construction
generated contaminants into occupied space. Similarly, accidental 
(or deliberate) episodes of contaminant release can be contained 
through compucer command. 

Mineral Fiber Linings 

Common in air-handling units, ductwork, and air terminal 
boxes, such linings have been impugned as harbors and amplifiers 
of microorganisms, especially in supply ducts that normally con
tain air with a relative humidity of more than 70fl/o during rhe cool
ing season (Morey 1990). Linings are now being offered by several 
manufacturers with a nonflammable, nonpermeable surface 
without compromise of acoustical or insulating effectiveness. 

Filtration and Air Filter Upgrades 

In che past, air filters have frequently been selected for low 
cost chiefly to protect the heating and cooling components. 
Higher efficiency filters are necessary IO clean up the outdoor air 
in many localities to meet the suitability requirements of 
.-.\SH RAE Standard 62-1989 and prevailing codes. Designers have 
increasing knowledge of filter performance through the results of 
research such as the chart (Figure 2) presented at IAQ '88 (Ensor 
et al. 1988). Medium- and high-efficiency filtration of the recir
culated air will reduce the particulates from environmental 
tobacco smoke, fungi spores, and bioaerosols (nucleated or on 
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Figure 2 Pamde-1·i:.e-dependenr dn media filrer e_tfic1encies 

a host particle) . This remo\al of particulates is noc only depen
dent upon filter efficiency but on IOial air circulation (Wheeler 
1990). A recent research report suggests a correlation between the 
airborne concentration of filterable endotoxins and the incidence 
of SBS (Rylander 1991). If confirmed, such a correlation would 
shift the emphasis from dilution by outdoor air to the importance 
of total air circulation and dfective filtration. Total air circulation, 
while addressed in a limited way by ASHRAE Standard 62-1989, 
is given greater stress in the 1991 ASHRAE HVAC Application 
Handbook (ASHRAE 1991). A total supply rate at least five times 
the outdoor air rate prescribed by the standard is recommended 
by the handbook for office space. This importance can be demon
strated through the IAQ procedure of the standard. 

The conceprs of substantial total air circulation and VAY can 
be imegrared through application of fan-powered VAY air termi
nals or a rwin duct system, as shown in Figure 3, in which centrally 
filtered recirculared air is supplied through dual-duct-type ter
minals. 

An innovative concept of microorganism and VOC removal 
from the air supply rhrough ozone oxidation is being introduced 
ar this conference. Is this another promising resource with which 
to achieve healthy buildings? 

Maintainability and Cleanability 

This provision must improve over common past design prac
tice. All hear exchangers. fans, filters, comrol terminal boxes, and, 
to the degree practicable, ductwork must be accessible for main
tenance and cleaning. The same must apply to unitary equipment. 
A new generation of unir ventilators IO provide improved IAQ in 
classrooms and component-accessible central air-handling units 
has been developed with improved cleanability as well as more 
reliable control and balancing capability (Trane 1991). Locating 
air conditioners above the ceilings of occupied areas invites poor 
maintenance. 

No doubt designers musr always meer project economic con
straints. Howe\·er, the design goal to achieve healthy buildings not 
only serves the ultimate occupants, but affords legal protection 
for the designer as well. 

CONSTRLCTION 

Healthy buildin g co nstruc rion is besr ensured by well
delineared design and thoughtfully comrolled bidding procedures. 
Contraccor and iubconrracto r prequalificacion and establishment 
or· standards ot quality r·or materials and equipmenc are more than 
designer responsibilities. It must.be accepted by rhe O\\ ner as being 
in his own be\i interesc. How much money is really ~ a\ed in the 
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Figure J VA~· lll'in-duct heating by ~:-1 ~ recirculated air 
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long run by cutting fearures intended to provide a healthy, ..:om
fortable environment '? 

Selecrion of materials used in mechanical construction. such 
as duct sealants, should consider their voe emissive qualities
especial!y important in renovation work, where protection both 
to the construction workers and occupants must be considered. 

Pre-occupancy ventilarion of the complered construction w 
reduce voe concentrations is imperative. Exhaust fans temporar
ily installed in windows can keep the construction area under nega
tive pressure. Make-up air may be available from the, building 
HVAC system or, if outdoor conditions are acceptable, through 
other open windows in the construction area. Some materials, 
such as carpet, may be effectively preventilated off premises. 

Renovation work must be preceded by planning to protect 
people from roxic fumes. This may involve scheduling of the work, 
e.g., painting, construction equipment choice (electric or pneu
matic motor vs. gasoline engine), and air barriers as well as ven
tilation strategies (Levin 1990). 

A healthy building, a happy client, and a profitable project 
will usually be achieved only through solid supervision by the 
contractor and timely and systematic completion of all work. 
Occupancy of uncompleted building space is risky to all con
cerned-including the health and safety of the end user. Contrac
tors and owners may be wise to avoid this as a condition of the 
construction contracts. Construction specifications should 
include, not subject to lacer compromise, balancing of air and 
water systems by an independent agency and commissioning fol
lowing ASHRAE Guideline 1-1989. Although not foolproof, these 
post-construction efforrs are a solid investment in obtaining the 
expected performance. 

Some construction contracts call for training of the opera- . 
ting staff, supported by written operating instructions for the 
mechanical and electrical systems. This work may be better under
taken by the project design engineers, possibly in concert with the 
mechanical and electrical subcontractors. Certification that an 
operator is trained and duly qualified is another step toward build
ing health. 

Operator training should include formal followup by the 
designers and contractors after a reasonable period, a year 
perhaps, to resolve questions and to confirm proper operation. 
Strong operator training protects everyone involved with the 
project. 

Post-design and post-construction designer services are 
essential to ensure that the design intent is carried out. Without 
their involvement during the entire building process, proper build
ing system function is jeopardized. 

BUILDING MANAGE~ENT AND OPERATION 
When one construction project is complete, another often is 

about to get under way. 
A recent survey of facility managers indicates that office staff 

shifts between 40% and 7007o annually (CC 1987). Work station 
layouts consequently are undergoing continuous change. 

Alert management prepares for change in advance by main
taining a current building profile, including all pertinent informa
tion about the building and its systems, that will make the next 
project smoother. Documentation of design info rmation concern
ing the ventilation of the building is required by ASH RAE Stan
dard 62-1989. It is an essential part of the building profile. 

No matter how smoothly the design and construction may 
have gone, management is going to receive complaints from 
occupants. The strategy for handling complaints should starr 
before the first one arrives. Hallmarks of a good plan are prompt 
handling, intelligent co nsideration by a cask fo rce placed in 

TABLE I 
Dns and Don' ts for HVAC '.\tana)!ement 

• Foll cl" ..\SH R.-\E S1~1ntfard 62-19~9 
• f.:c~p 11 Ck'1n 
• \1Jin1ain .-\1 r Fil1ers & E4uipmen1 
• Proc 1de Thermal C0mior1 
• Ensure Proper .-\ir Balance 
• Yeni i la1e C 0r1er .-\re'1s 
• Rem odd H \'.-\C 10 Sui! Space Changes 
• Don'! Put People in Unventilated 80\es 
• No ln.:enti\e Pay f.:eyed to Energy C0st Savings 
• Select. Trai n Qualiiied Operators 
• C0ntract :--Jeeded Services 
• Practi.:e GoL1d Re.:ordkeeping 

responsible charge of all such issues, a documented plan of action. 
and written as well as verbal communication with the com
plainant. Problem prevention programs have been adopted by a 
number of major building management firms; these include peri
odic HVAC system inspections and measurement of contaminants 
or contaminant markers, such as CO:? (White and Getman 1990). 

Borh lessee and lessor have IAQ interests, such as ventilation 
rates, number of occupants, space temperature, and hours of 
occupancy, that are best covered by lease provisions. Table l con
tains more specific guidelines penaining to HVAC system manage
ment that will help ensure a satisfaccory and healthy environment. 

Healthy buildings do nor just happen. They involve a com
bined effort of owners, designers, contractors, and building 
managemenr. Complaints concerning air quality or any other 
aspect of the building environment are likely to rain on everyone. 
A solid building team provides solid support for a healthy building. 
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PROTECTING BUILDING OCCUPANTS 
DURING CONSTRUCTION 
AND RENOVATION 
E. Light. CIH 

INTRODUCTION 
In recent years, there has been increasing emphasis on 

upgrading existing space through major renovation. Wirh regard 
to indoor air quality, renovation is rhe rime when occupants are 
mosr vulnerable to major contaminant exposure. Despite this, IAQ 
professionals seldom become involved with non-asbestos aspects 
of renovation until after severe problems have occurred (Loftness 
and Hartkopf 1989). 

For example, uncontrolled demolition activities caused the 
evacuation of a portion of a research and development center. 
Sources of exposure included exhaust from a gasoline-powered 
saw used to cut concrete and general dust and odor. Investigation 
showed that rhe work space was positively pressurized in occupied 
areas whenever the back exterior door was open and that attempts 
at protecting the HVAC system (which was left running) had been 
ineffective. 

C The purpose of this paper is to examine common IAQ issues 
that arise in the process of either conducting major renovation or 
completing construction in occupied buildings. It does not include 
post-occupancy concerns such as outgassing and ventilation ade
quacy, lhe health and safety of construction workers, or asbestos. 
Instead. the focus is on potential health and nuisance effects on 
occupants of demolition and construction activities. Approaches 
(bolh lechnical and administrative) to the control of these 
problems will also be explored. 

..J 
CONTAMINANTS 

Most contaminants generated during renovations are dearly 
assigned to either the vapor or particulate phase category and 
behave accordingly. Some, such as tar, overlap into both 
categories. The toxicology of renovation contaminants varies from 
low risk to exueme hazard. Representative calegories include the 
following: 

1. "10 known health effecls ar environmental levels in the general 
population. Could still be responsible for nuisance concerns 
and affect the extra-sensitive. 

2. Could cause relatively minor, temporary effects at very high 
concentrations. No las ring effects are likely. 

3. Chronic effects are considered likely. 
.i. \!ajar acute effects are considered likely. 

J. Tiffany 
.Wember .-lSHR...J.£ 

Considerable uncertainty and subjective judgment are 
involYed in assigning potential contaminants rn these categories. 

PATHWAYS/VARIABILITY 
Assuming that direct exposure of construction workers can 

be maintained within U.S. Occupational Safety and Health 
Administration (OSHA) standards, the potential effects of con
taminants are of real concern only when they can move into 
occupied or public space. An understanding of such pathways is 
critical to controlling the IAQ impacts of renovation. 

Direct movement of contaminants through the HVAC system 
can occur in at least three ways. 

1. Contaminants enter through return grilles for recirculation into 
the rest of the air supply zone and any overlapping zones. 

2. Contaminants enter the air-handling unit through leaks or 
openings in central HVAC equipment. 

3. Exhausts or outside emissions are drawn into make-up air 
intakes. 

The extent ro which contaminants entering the HVAC system 
will become a problem is building specific. The dilution or filtra
tion of recirculated air may be so great that the contaminants are 
not detectable. 

Contaminants may be more noticeable when they move 
directly through the building from the renovation site driven by 
pressure differentials. Affected locations are generally close by and 
on the same floor, bur this can also include movement to adjacent 
floors and (via stack effect) to remote locations on upper floors. 

Direct tracking of dusts, solvents, and fibers from the work
site is another polential pathway. Workers and equipment "shed" 
contaminants, which can rhen be tracked into and around 
occupied space. 

Levels of airborne exposure during renovation are lypically 
episodic and can vary by orders of magnitude within short periods 
of time. Factors affecting such concentrations include 

• the scheduling of specific operations, 
• the work practices and materials employed. 
• other determinants of pressure differentials (wind. ere.). 
• temperature and relative humidity, and 
• the effectiveness of comrol measures. 

Ed Light is 11 ith Pathways Diagnostics and John Tiffany is at the l ni1·ersity of \ledicine & Dem is try or '.'lew Jersey-Robert \\'ood Johnson\ ledi,al School, 
EOHSI C.emers for Education & Training. \1r. Light is -:hair and \Ir. Tiffany is vice-chair and secretary of the Indoor Em ironmental Qualit1 Commit
tee . . .\merican Industrial Hygiene Associat ion. 
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With the timing and location of peak lAQ e.\posures changing 
drastically, me;suremem of these impacts is often misleading. if 
not impossible. 

TYPICAL PROBLEMS 

Roofing 
Periodic roof replacement is essential to maintaining the 

strucmral and sanitary integrity of buildings .. -\variety of roof
ing svstems is now available, all of which can present significant 
IAQ .problems during installation. 

Fumes generated from holding kettles and freshly treated sur
faces during- the application of traditional built-up roofs can be 
a major source of irritation (potential carcinogens are also pre
sent). Coal tar pitch fumes heated onsite may be of greatest con
cern regarding exposure, but asphalt can also generate occupant 
complaints. 

Newer rubber and plastic roofing systems release YOCs 
during installation, especially during the application of adhesives. 
Pathways of concern during all types of roof replacement are 
direct entry into HVAe intakes and the drawing of nearby emis
sions into negatively pressurized building areas through cracks or 
openings. 

Combustion Products 
Operations involving combustion can generate a variety of 

contaminants. such as carbon monoxide, oxides of nitrogen and 
sulfur, polynuclear aromatic hydrocarbons, and a range of voes. 
These same operations also produce other pollutants, such as 
nuisance dusts (during demolition) and ozone or metal fumes 
(during welding). 

Emissions from power equipment depend on the type of fuel 
(gasoline, diesel, propane, etc.). Equipment of potential concern 
includes generators and gas-powered saws (e.g., for cutting con
crete). The location and timing of equipment use and precautions 
taken for handling their exhaust will determine if these emissions 
become an IAQ problem. 

Renovation commonly includes various forms of welding, 
along with brazing, soldering, and cutting with a torch. 

Vehicles are sometimes in or under the building during 
renovation. These can include dump trucks. delivery trucks, 
passenger vehicles, excavators, and powered wheelbarrows. 

For example, employees near the construction of a major 
addition complained of a variety of nonspecific symptoms. 
Propane- and diesel-powered equipment was operating within 
the building with no special provision for exhaust or contain
ment. The work area varied from positive to negative pressure 
versus the occupied area, depending on the wind direction. 
Limited monitoring showed CO levels up to 9 ppm and RSP levels 
up to 1501.dm3 in a public corridor. A relationship between the 
complaints and exposure appeared likely, since they consistently 
correlated with construction activity and peak le\·els had not been 
measured. 

Volatile Organic Compounds (VOCs) 

'v1ajor sources of voe emissions during renovation include 
paints, sealants. adhesives, caulks, and furnishings. Peak releases 
generally occur during application or installation. Other emissions 
take place from materials that are drying and from leaking 
products in storage. Products that can have significant short-term 
effects include lacquers, epoxy paints. adhesi\·es. and curing con
crete. Water-oased substitutes reduce, but do not eliminate. 
exposures (Le" in 1989). 

General Construction and Demolition 

Whi le the demolition of building materials generally just .:re
ates a nuisance dust. there are at least two major exLeptions (in 
addition ro asbestos). Lead-based paint is common in many older 
buildings. Removal during reno\'ation is the time when significam 
exposu;e .:an occur. Precautions similar to asbesros abatement 
procedures are needed during removal to minimize rising lead dust 
levels. Where unsanitary conditions have led to excessive growth 
of fungi and bacteria, demolition can also create a potential 
exposure hazard. 

The potential hazards when tearing out moldy materials are 
illustrated by a project at a '.'vlaryland elementary school. When 
the source of allergy problems was traced to mold growth inside 
the wall cavities of one wing of the school, gypsum board and 
insulation were scheduled for removal. Because the school was to 
remain occupied, the following precautions were taken: 

! I 

• Each work area was sealed in plastic and exhausted to the 
outside by a nonfiltered window fan. 

• A buffer zone was maintained between work areas and school 
occupants. 

During demolition work in each containment, bioaerosol 
concentrations rose 10 to 100 times over background. A similar 
increase was measured in the buffer zone when the fan was 
installed improperly or was shut off prematurely. Any contami
nation problems were resolved before areas were reoccupied (Light 
et al. 1989). 

Minor Disassembly/Installation While the focus of this 
paper has been on the potential hazards of renovation, it should 
be noted that the majority of activities have very little environmen
tal impact. For example, the installation of sheetrock or the dis
assembly of a suspended ceiling may not release any contaminants 
into occupied space. 

Cleanup At some renovation sites, the greatest amount of 
airborne dust may be generated during sweeping. Failure to 
enforce good housekeeping in and around the work area ~an lead 
to excessive airborne dust. Cleaning agents are more likely to 
generate objectionable voes during renovations due to the more 
difficult cleaning problems encountered. 

HVAC Disruption of the HVAe systems can impact the 
comfort and ventilation of building occupants. This might be the 
result of HVAe changes to accommodate renovation. contami
nation of the system (e.g., dust that clogs the heating/cooling 
coils), or accidental malfunctions. 

Relocation Moving occupants to temporary quarters dur
ing renovation can lead to other environmental concerns. For 
example, occupants might move to modular units with possible 
formaldehyde outgassing and inadequate ventilation. 

The bottom floor of a building was to be gutted for major 
rehabilitation while the upper floor, housing a television station . 
remained occupied. The building owner's concerns were (not 
necessarily in this order) the health of tenants. protection of the 
electronic equipment. and bad publicity on the nightly news. An 
industrial hygiene firm was retained to monitor nuisance dusts on 
a daily basis. Window exhaust fans were adjusted to maintain 
acceptable levels. 

TECHI\ICAL COi\TROLS 

General Goals 

l. Contain the work area and. or restrict critical emissions to off 
hours. 

-, Protect the HVAC system from contamination (the return '>ide 
is most critical l. 
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3. ReJuce emissions 11 here neec.kJ ru prc1enr cornaminarion ot" 
o..:cupieJ space. 

P::i1hway Eliminalion 

I. Cun rain and depressurize the ll'Ork ;irea. 
' Provide a buffer zone around rhe work area. 
~ .\trach tle:-; ducts t'rom point sources to the outside (filter as 

needed). 
-l. Shut down rhe HVAC in rhe work area (consrruction worker 

comfort is secondary to lAQ). 
5. Protect rhe return air system. 
6. Pressurize rhe occupied space and extend fan schedule. 
7. Relocate emissions (e.g ., move tar kettle away from intake). 
S. Temporarily seal the outside air intake and/or the roof elevator 

shaft and roof access door. 

Scheduling 

I. Change the most offensive activities co evenings and weekends. 
2. Delay occupancy until late morning to allow for completion 

of offensive activities. 

Substitution. Reducing Emissions. 

1. Reduce solvent content in products. 
2. Add a direct capture/ filtration system to processes that cannot 

be exhausted (e.g., HEPA/carbon filter). 
3. Use an enclosed tanker versus open kettle for roofing. 

Housekeeping 

1. Upgrade the efficiency of HVAC filters and change them more 
often. 

., Suppress dust (wetting, ere.) 
3. Change to a more efficient cleaning method (e.g., use HEPA 

vacuum rather than dry sweeping if microbial or chemical con
taminants are present). 

MANAGING RENOVATION 

Air Quality Criteria 

There are no standards applicable ro IAQ aspects of renova
tion projects. When site-specific concerns arise, various guidelines 
have been used to evaluate measured contaminant levels. Such 
numerical guidelines have many shortcomings when assessing air 
quality during renovation. For example, worker protection stan
dards (e.g., OSHA PF.Ls, ACGIH TLVs) do not address nuisance 
concerns and extra-sensitivity. IAQ guidelines (e.g., 1110 TLV, 
WHO) may be more applicable to occupants in general. However, 
measurement strategies often do nor reflect the episodic peaks that 
characterize the release of contaminants from areas undergoing 
renovation. 

Qualitative performance goals may be a more realistic way 
to regulate many renovation projects. First, work practices and 
conditions co control emissions can be specified. These can run 
the gamut from HVAC modifications to housekeeping. Second, 
gross indicators of contamination can be used to limit the move
ments of dusts and vapors. For example, renovation work shall not 
contribute visible haze, settled dust, or detectable odors to 
occupied building areas. 

Pl:inning 

A pro-ac1i1·e renovation program should inr:orporate an early 
re1·iew or potential emissions from each phase of the project Each 
operation should be categorized as to lhe potential severity or 
emiss ion and the availability ot· controls. \\/here major problems 
are likel y and ..:ontrols may not be adequate. operations might be 
.;,: hedu led afte r norm al business hou rs. 

\\"h.:re Jsbesro-; or kad-l,ased paint rcmo1·al is being pl;inned 
JS J t'irst step. rhe ~equence and scope o t' non-AC\1 dt::mo li ti on 
-; hould De carefull y ..:onsidert::d . When heal' y demolition can 
be accomp lished inside a full containment work site. nuisance 
dum anJ. emissions from ..:urting equipment will be controlled 
beuer. 

.-\typical teJm preparing specifications for a major renova
tion in..:ludes indi1iJuals 11 ith expertise in architecture. t::ngineer
ing, and ..:onmuction .. -\ir quality aspecrs may not be adequarely 
considered unless an additional person, rrained in the recognition 
and control of indoor air contaminants, is added to the team . 
Once the initial project requirements have been proposed, input 
from an em·ironmenral/ocrnpational health scientist, such as an 
indumial hygienist. might inl'olve 

I. identification of hazardous materials such as lead-based paint 
or parhogenic bioaerosols: 

2. idenrifico.tion of critical po.thways for contaminant movement 
into occupied space; 

3. control recommendations (ranging from HVAC changes and 
emission modifications to buffer zones, rescheduling, and 
housekeeping). 

The planning team as a whole should then integrate these 
concerns into the project, taking into account logistical consider
ations. 

Construction Management 

Day-ta-day oversight of most renovation is often done by a 
generalist (construction inspector) or an engineer. Where asbestos 
is involved, this function may be completely taken over by an 
industrial hygienist. Other IAQ concerns may also require the 
involvement of an industrial hygienist but to a lesser extent. 
Inspection of the air quality aspects of a renovation project might 
include 

I. verification that work practices are being followed, 
2. confirmation of pressure differentials, 
3. observation of indicators such as dust and odors, 
4. response to occupant complaints. 

Air quality monitoring may play a role in larger or more sen
sitive projects . . -\!though routine contaminant measurements may 
provide documentation and a baseline for the project, they are 
unlikely co identify or diagnose specific air quality problems. 
Regular oversight of work practices and inspection for air qual
ity indicators may be more important in this regard. 

Enforcement of work practices and air quality criteria should 
begin with education of contractors or in-house construction 
crews. Supervisors must be presented up front with a clean, prac
tical. and concise view of 1he project's IAQ goals and the means 
for achieving them. On-site inspection, whether by a generalist or 
an industrial hygienist, mus1 stress consistency and fairness in 
enforcing work practices. Criteria for warnings and job shutdown 
should be understood ahead of time. Since many contractors or 
construction crews may not be familiar with IAQ concerns, field 
inspectors should take a non-confrontational, cooperative 
approach when possible. 

Communicating with Occupants 

Building renovation is a di srupti\e and often Lraumaric 
period for occupants. Fear of environmental exposure'> ma> 
become a mo.jor factor, especially 11 hen episodic emissions of odor 
or dust oc:ur in occupied spaces. This can lead to rumors and the 
~ pread o i hv<> teria . · 
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Preceding any major renovation project. potentially im
racted oci:upanrs should be presented with a brief description of 
'he work pl:mned and precautions being taken for air qualily pro
tection . .-\n\· occupant concern should be discussed at this point 
and resolved. whenever possible. :\s demolition and construction 
progress, periodic updates. including summaries of environmenral 
monitoring, should be presented to occupants. 

Despite careful planning and oversight, environmenral inci
dents are somecimes unavoidable. A concingency program, 
prompt response, and clear communication with occupants are 
essential at such times. Where exposures have only been in the 
nuisance category, this should be stated. Any health risks should 
be presemed in perspective. Renovation work should be stopped 
until potentially significant health issues are resolved. 

Case Study The basement of a large shopping mall was 
being converted to retail srnres. Adjacent space remained occupied 
by a 300-person office. Operations in the work area included large 
trucks, excarntion, demolition, and construction. Air quality con
siderations were limited to a few small exhaust fans. Soon after 
work was initiated, many of the office occupants began to com
plain of headaches, dizziness, irritation, and nausea. Mall man
agement was not responsive until an investigation by the county 
health department found carbon monoxide levels up to 28 ppm 
and recommended major modifications to improve air quality. 
Subsequent improvements included the following: 
1. Sealing of mechanical rooms that served as a return plenum 

and were now drawing in exhausts from several work sites. 
.., Substitucion of electrical for gas-fired generators and restric

cion of vehicular traffic in che building. 
3. Suppression of dust on roadways and demolition areas. 
-+. Pressurization of the office with 100% outside air and depres

surization of work sites by adding large exhaust fans. 

Following these changes, complaints diminished and air 
quality measurements approached background levels. 

IN-HOUSE ADMINISTRATION 
OF RENOVATION PROGRAM 

The Fairfax County Public School (FCPS) System currently 
is in the middle of a major effort to modernize and expand a 
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number of schools .. -\ir qualicy has become an imporcant pan oi 
this process as much ot' this 11ork muse be done while che build
ings are occupied. The program considers IAQ early in the plan
ning process and regularly during on-site inspections. Major goals 
include keeping dust and odor out of occupied space. Specifica
tions for conrractors include: 

• use of low-soll·ent products. 

• barriers for dusc and fumes. 

• dust suppression during demolition. 

• daily cleaning of all areas. 

Activities producing high levels of emissions are scheduled 
for after hours or summer. School custodians perform extra clean
ing throughout the renovation period. In addition to regular 
inspections, personnel from the FCPS Risk Management (envi
ronmental) office conduct a weekly environmental inspection that 
includes measurement of dust (with a scattered light detector) and 
VOCs (with a photoionization detector). Compliance has gener
ally been very good and incidents kept to a minimum. 
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The Im.portance of HVAC Systelll 
Coin:rnissioning in Achieving 
smisfactory Air Quality 
T. Cohen. P.E. 

l:\ITROOt:CTIO.'i 

The purpose of this presentation is to discuss how com
missioning HYAC systems can help ensure satisfactory indoor air 
quality. 

In the traditional commissioning process, the object is to per
form all necessary inspections and performance tesrs during con· 
struccion to verify that the design imem will be met. Adding IAQ 
procedures to this process is straightforward, requiring only that 
verified indoor air quality be added to the criteria for successful 
commissioning. 

It is imponanr, at the outset, m note that everything discussed 
here about IAQ procedures and commissioning applies equally 
well to renovations as it does to new construction-the format and 
procedures do not change. 

ASH RAE makes this point explicitly in its Guideline for 
Commissioning of HVAC Sysrems, describing the need for a con
tinuing commissioning process throughout the life of a facili!y: 

9. POST-ACCEPTANCE PHASE 
9.1 lntroduction Post-acceptance commissioning is a critical step 
in ensuring the effective, ongoing functioning of a facility's HYAC 
system. As use and function of facilities change, HVAC systems need 
co be adapted to the changing requirements of occupancy and utili· 
zation. It is appropriate to maintain a history oithe facility, recording 
changes and verifying the effect on the pre\·iously commissioned 
system. 

If we were co add the phrase "and the IAQ procedures" after 
' HYAC system" each time it appears in this paragraph, we would 
esrablish rhe cri teria for maintaining satisfactory IAQ perfor
mance throughout the life of the building. 

There are four aspects of commissioning and indoor air qual
ity to be considered. 

l. Team leadership: Who should lead the team of IAQ inves
tigators? 

2. Indoor air quality procedures: Which IAQ testing and miti
gation procedures should be performed? 

3. The process of commissioning an HVAC system: How does 
one define a "comprehensive commissioning process": 

.+.Testing responsibilities: What role can testing and balanc
ing HYAC systems play in commissioning for acceptable IAQ'? 

Who Should Lead the IAQ Team? 

Air-quality procedures often require '.he effom of a knO\\ 1-
edgeable. multi-disciplinary ream. At a minimum. chis ream 

[.l 

will include industrial hygienists, microbiologists. and tesc-and
balance (TAB) contractors. 

With these divergent professions represented, it is essential 
to have a team leader who can apportion the work to best take 
advantage of the strengths of each discipline. 

I believe that the individual best equipped to bring these 
groups together is che consulting engineer. The engineer has the 
best knowledge of how the HYAC system must perform to pro
vide the required environment. The engineer also is the one who 
pro\·ides the design documents that guide the construction and 
commissioning of the HYAC system and the establishment of 
sacisfaccory air quality. This is true ofboch new construction and 
renovations. 

Indoor Air Quality Procedures 

The participants and leadership of the IAQ team greatly 
affect the type of procedures performed. For example, investiga
tions led by an industrial hygienist can be expected to emphasize 
air sampling and source control. Likewise, a balancing agency 
might concentrate on ventilation analysis and testing and balanc
ing che HVAC system. 

This observation is not to find fault but to reaffirm the 
importance of having a capable team leader who, regardless of 
personal background, can ensure that all necessary procedures are 
performed and that all disciplines are properly represented. 

Commissioning an HVAC System 

Let us proceed now to see how the commissioning process can 
incorporate IAQ procedures. 

I would begin with a definition of commissioning as I view 
it. I emphasize that this is my view (as well as the ASH RAE guide
line committee's) because ochers may have different definitions. 

Definition: Commissioning is a comprehensive process for 
bringing an HYAC system on line in a more effective manner in 
accordance with the design intent. 

It will invoh·e greater participation by the design engineer, the 
owner, and the operating and maintenance personnel. It will 
introduce a commissioning authority who will prepare. 
administer, and supervise the commissioning plan. 

Let's go through the process and see how it could work with 
reg3.rd to the H\' . .\C system and lAQ procedures. 

I. The design consultant will have an incre:ised role to pla) 
in the commissioning proces.;. In :i.ddition to ihe normal plans and 
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speci fic:.irions rhar have always been prepared. the consulranr \ I ill 
prep:.ue these additional contract documents: 

A) .-\ for mar for the commissioning plan . 
B) The type and cxrenr of the functional performance res rs 

to be made. 
C) The documentation requiremenrs thar 11 ill ceni fy rhe 

as-built performance of rhe H\'AC system. 
Dl .-\system operations manual. 

The engineer must design into rhe sysrem all of rhe provisions 
necessary to achieve rhe required air quality in accordance 11 ith 
the codes and rhe specific requiremems of the facility being 
designed. 

Code requiremems for air quality are being developed. [n 
New York City, an ASH RAE commircee is being formed to work 
with rhe building department in an ad1·isory capacity to include 
the recommendations of ASHRAE's Standard 62-1989 into the 
air-quality requirements of the building code. In general, we can 
expect increasing initiatives to regulate 1·emilation rates and effec
tiveness through code requirements. 

The mechanical design will have to make provisions for the 
verification procedures to be implemented. For example, if the 
verification tests or the code require a direct measurement of the 
rate of fresh-air intake, the HVAC equipment will have to be 
arranged so that this measurement is possible. 

The design documents will have to be clear on all of the air
quality requirements and the verification procedures so that the 
commissioning authority can prepare and implement the commis
sioning plan for the HVAC system to the full extent of the design 
documents. 

The specifications will also have to be clear about the vari
ous contractors' participation in the verification (functional per
formance tests). The contractors so involved will have to include 
an allowance in their bids to cover the cosrs of these tests. 

As far as air-quality procedures are concerned, there may be 
additional tests to be made beyond ventilation rates. It may also 
be necessary ro determine the efficiency or effectiveness of the 
ventilation within certain spaces. 

There is sophisticated test equipment available that uses 
tracer gases to evaluate the efficiency of the ventilation within a 
space. I expect that as the need to do rhese tests develops, new 
procedures will also develop. Let me give you an example of such 
a condition. 

A room with a high ceiling has ceiling diffusers that distrib
ute conditioned air in a nice horizontal pattern so that no drafty 
conditions develop. If the return-air inlets are also at the ceiling 
level, the ventilation in the upper portion of the room could be 
excellent, while in the lower part of the room, where occupants are 
breathing, ventilation could be poor. It is possible ro maintain the 
required temperature conditions in a room like this and have ineffi
cient ventilation at the breathing level. 

All of the verification procedures will be included in the 
documentation of the commissioning process and become a part 
of the "as built" record of the commissioning of the HVAC sys
tem. It will also be necessary for the IAQ procedures robe certi
fied by the agency responsible for implementing them and by rhe 
authority who witnessed and accepted rhe verification rests. 

The completed documentation of the commissioning process 
will be submitted to the design engineer for rel'iew and acceptance. 
[f the engineer is satisfied that the HVAC >ystem and the air qual
ity conform with design intent, he or she will recommend to the 
owner that the HVAC system be :i.ccepted. 
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. .\ fter rhe H VAC ~ 1·s rem is accepred. an1 modi fications rhat 
ha1e to be maJc will use rhc commissioning documenrarion as a 
reference for the design engineer to determine whether the exist
ing services are adequate for occupaney. 

When the renol'ations are completed, the HVAC system will 
be reeommissioned and the documentation brought up ro date. 
This ongoing -:ommissioning process should continue through
out the life or' rhe facilir y. 

The Role of Testing :ind Balancing in Commissioning 

Why am I, a TAB engineer, so interested in the commis
sioning process and !AQ procedures? 

There are rwo reasons. One is that the implementation of the 
commissioning process .:an increase rhe scope of work that we can 
do on a projcct. The services that we can provide have a direct 
effect on the commissioning of an HVAC system and in establish
ing the required air quality. I will mention these services in a 
moment, but let me introduce the second reason for my interest 
in rhese developments. 

I have become convinced that a new approach to bringing 
HVAC systems on line is necessary. As the design of HYAC sys
tems has become more complex, it is clear that the older methods 
do not provide the required results in a consistent, dependable 
manner. 

Now let us look at the services beyond TAB that people like 
me can provide to the commissioning process: 

1. Insight: Our normal TAB work has always been considered 
as part of the commissioning process, even before the word "com
missioning" came into use. We have a built-in acquaintance with 
the process. 

2. Experience: ~!any TAB firms are capable of and willing 
to carry our complete verification tests; we have been doing some 
of these tests for many years, including 

a) Verification of the performance of the temperature con
trol system; 

b) Verification of the installed capacity of the major heat 
exchange components-chillers, pumps, and boilers. 

3. Certification: TAB agencies that are members of the 
AA.BC certify their TAB reports and offer a warranty on each 
project. 

lt is certain that all air quality procedures will have to be cer
tified. We are prepared to offer that service now. 

CONCLUSIO~ 

In conclusion, I want t0 apologize for my continuous use of 
the word "verification'.' To a hands-on engineer like me, you can
not imagine the importance of this concept. 

I will close with one more example. Imagine what would hap
pen if a TAB contractor knew he would have to go back to the job 
after submitting his final report and remeasure air and water flow 
rates at random locations selected by the commissioning authority. 
Two things would happen. First, the TAB contractor would do a 
better job and. second . the TAB report as submitted would be an 
accurate record of the air and water flow rates. The TAB contrac
tor would not want to be forced to repeat rhe balancing because 
the report was found to be in error. 

The same anal1s is applies to air-qualir y procedures and to 
any other sy'ilems thar are to be verified after installation is 
complete. 

Commissioning can lead to improved indoor air qualiry and 
more effecri1 e operati on of the HVAC sysrem. 
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COMPREHENSIVE EVALUATION 
OF MATERIALS 
W.G. Tucker, Ph.D. 

This paper discusses the evaluation of indoor air quality 
impam on materials used in buildings. The types of evaluations 
discussed will be of use to specifiers, such as architects, builders, 
or building owners; manufacturers; and standards organizations 
in both the private and government sectors. Most of what is said 
about evaluation of new or prospective materials also applies to 
the evaluation of materials from buildings with indoor air qual
ity problems. 

The paper has three parts. In the first part, I briefly discuss some 
of the causes of indoor air quality (IAQ) problems. The second 
part deals with evaluation of indoor materials in a conceptual way, 
then discusses the state of the technology for evaluating potential 
IAQ problems. The last part presents my view of how materials 
can be comprehensively evaluated for IAQ concerns. The key to 
this comprehensive evaluation will be the determination of prob
able health and comfort effects of the emissions from those 
materials. 

Causes of IAQ Problems 

IAQ problems occur in buildings either because the ventilation 
is inadequate or because there are unusually strong sources of 
indoor air contaminants. Ventilation can be inadequate because 
of design or operation; insufficient quantity or quality of outdoor 
air; ineffective distribution of ventilation air inside the building; 
or ineffective exhausting of air from the building. Unusually 
strong sources of air contaminants can either be building mate
rials or material contents of the building; activities of people or 
machines in the building; operation of combustion devices; or 
contaminated outdoor air that is introduced into the building. 

Material sources, the source type of particular interest in this 
presentation, comprise the following: 
• Building materials 

• floor, wall, and ceiling materials 
• adhesives, sealants, coatings 

• Furnishings 
• furniture, fabrics 

• Consumable products 
• cleaners, solvents, treated paper products 

• Office machines 
• Ventilation system components 

Comprehensive EYaluation of Materials 

. .\ truly co mprehensive evaluation of materials used in build
ings would. of course. go beyond indoor air quality concerns. The 
pro perc ies that influence selection of appropriate materials for 

buildings include those listed in Table I. To be completely desira
ble. materials have to satisfy a wide range of requirements. Desira
ble aspects of the properties listed in Table I, with part icular 
emphasis on IAQ concerns. are listed in Table 2. From this point, 
I will discuss evaluation in a less comprehensive manner and will 
emphasize the evaluation of emissions properties of materials, 
since these are the properties that have the greatest impact on IAQ. 

Comprehensive IAQ Evaluation of Materials 

Today's state of technology for IAQ evaluation of materials has 
three basic steps: 

• Chamber srudies of emissions. These laboratory studies can 
evaluate emissions of chemical compounds, physical aspects of 
aerosols or fibrous particles, or microbials such as fungi and 
bacteria. Microbial emissions evaluations are seldom con
ducted, but more will be made in the future. 

• Mathemarical modeling of the dispersion of the emitted sub
stances. This is done to estimate the indoor air concentrations 
of contaminants that result from the sources. Some of the exist
ing mathematical models allow estimation of inhalation expo
sures by building occupants, given various time-activity patterns. 

• Comparison of estimated indoor concenrrations and inhalarion 
exposures ro available toxicological data. Available data are gen
rally limited to standards that have been developed for out-door 
air and to occupational health and safety standards that have 
been developed for industrial workplaces. In both cases, these 
data have been developed for single compounds. 

Physical 

Aesthetic 

Economic 

Em ironme n~ a! 

TABLE 1 
Properties Influencing Selection 

Strength 
Durability 
Heat transmission 
Light transmission 
\,.laimainability 
Effectiveness (e.g., as a deaning agent) 

Color 
Te.xture 
Odor 
'.'ioise 

initial cost 
'.laintenance cost 
Operating cost (e.g .. energ' 1 

Emissions co air 
Other releases 
Support ot" microbial gro" ths 
Life-cyde impacts 

W. Gen~ Tucker is a \iSiting fellow and research scientist at the John B. Pierce Laborawry and Yak Lni\ersit ; . \ew H::iven. CT. and ~h1er of the Indoor 
. .\ir Branch. l.J.S. En\ iron mental Protection . .\gene~·. Research Triangle Park. NC. 
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··Sir.~ .. ;:-iropt"n1cs 

Ph\ ;1-:al properties 

Aesrheri.: ;iropenies 

Cost 

TABLE! 
DesirJble Properties 

Lo11 emission rare 
Lo11 roxi-:ir y of emissions 

Non-;orbem 
1 t' sorbenc. nor re-emitting 
If no re-emitting. non-nutrient 

H\drophobic 
Non-nutrient 
Ckanable 

As needed for the application 

As needed for the application 

Re:isonable 

Figure I shows this tesling procedure diagrammatically. Deci
sions on sdection of materials using chis procedure are based on 
exposures co emissions. Basically, the lower the exposure the better, 
but especially noxious compounds need to be considered regard
less of their concentrations. This procedure represents the current 
state of technology and if conducted properly is a good one, but 
the question remains as to wherher rhere could be something 
better. 

The current technology for emissions testing is inadequate for 
a number of reasons. First of all, the emissions are almost always 
complex mixtures of contaminants, and very little is known about 
the toxicity of mixtures. Furthermore. not all emissions mixtures 
are equal, toxicologically. Therefore, low exposures do not neces
sarily lead co low health effects. So the question is: How do we do 
better? 

In my opinion, the answer lies in some approach that makes 
combined use of the knowledge of engineers, chemists, and bio
logical and medical scientists. Development of biologically based 
methods is needed to improve methods of material evaluation. 
Table 3 is a general look at the type of effects that will need to be 
addressed. It is a tabulation of effects or symptoms that have been 
reported in the IAQ literature. Materials-testing schemes that 
attempt rn get a more direct measure of health and comfort effects 
will need to address the kinds of effects and symptoms listed in 
chat table. 

The basic approach to evaluating materials for the effects can 
be much the same as the chemically and physically based approach 
illustrated in Figure l. Figure 2 shows an approach where evalu
ations, in addition to having chemical and physical analysis, 
involve exposure chambers where bioresponse testing using 
humans or animals or in vitro assays are done. These have the 
potential of giving a more direct measure or prediction of human 
response. Although Figure 2 shows parallel testing by chemical 

CLe....N .. 
"IR 

EMISSIONS 

CHAMBEl=l 

,._ ..................... ~ 
i 9JUl=lCE ~ ............................ 

"IR 

S..ISSIONS 

T..\llLE J 
Health and Comfort Effocrs; S~ mptoms 

lrritauon 

Odors 

Decrease> in rcspiraron· 1 un.:1ion 

Neurological s~ mriroms 

lmmunologic:il reactions 

Asthma 

Cancer 

RespiraLOry infections 

Increased susceptibility 

ot c\eS. nose. upper airwa\<, rhrna1 . 
;kin 

\\ h~ ~L ing • ....:ou~h . ....:hc.sr tighln(!S'.'1 . 
;honness 01 breath 

nause:.1. Jizziness. headache. los.s 0r 
coordination. tiredness. loss ot .:on 
cemr:ll\on 

intlammatory reactions (delayed and 
immediate/allergic) 

(aggra1 arion ot) 

to infections or to chemical substances 

analysis and bioresponse testing, the parallel testing would not 
always be necessary. In some instances, one or the other would be 
appropriate by itself. 

Relatively few bioresponse methods are in a sufficient stage of 
development that they have very much prospect of being used for 
material evaluations in the near term. Five possibilities of such 
methods are listed in Table 4. The odor test panels would be rela
tively simple "sniff' tests where one or two sniffs of emissions 
from a material would be made by human panels. These would 
give an indication not only of odor but in some cases immediate 
irritation to the mucous membranes. 

Longer-tenn irritation of airways might be measured by a rest 
that is based on respiratory frequency change in mice. This is a test 
chat is an ASTM standard. Another type of test for airway irrita
tion would be to look at the inflammation of mucous membranes 
in the upper airways. This can be done by washing fluids from the 
nasal cavities of either people or animals and analyzing for poly
morphonuclear neutrophils (PMNs). 

PMNs, which are cells that indicate an inflammation response, 
can also be examined in the tear fluid of the eyes t0 get a measure 
of eye irritation. Since PMNs are relatively time-consuming and 
expensive to analyze, other markers of inflammation that are eas
ier and less expensive to measure might someday be found for tests 
of mucous membrane and eye irritation. The final type of method 
listed in Table 4 deals with electrical potentials that are evoked in 
either the central nervous system or peripheral nervous system 
when a person or animal is exposed to a stimulus such as breath
ing air contaminants. 

The types of methods listed above are certainly not inclusive; 
chey are simply potential methods for evaluating materials. 

.. 
CHEMICAL 
ANALYSIS 

Figure I Evulua1ion of Emission> 
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Figure 2 Evaluation of £/feces 

TABLE4 
Examples of Bioresponse Methods 

Method Effect/Symptom Responder 

Test panels Odor/immediate irritation Humans 

Respiratory frequency Airway irritation Mice 
change 

Mucous membrane Airway irritation Humans, 
inflammation animals 

PMNs (e.g.) in tear fluid Eye irritation Humans, 
animals 

Evoked potentials Nervous system effects Animals, 
humans 

g_;; . . :enw_;s .AAK4C24.£.C,.$2$kil.~ ~'· ~---
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There is no doubt that some of them will not be feasible. and there 
are undoubtedly other methods that will be identified and devel
oped in the years to come. 

In summary, I would like to make the following points: 

• ~ lany IAQ problems are caused by unnecessarily strong sources 
of emissions of chemical, physical, and microbial contaminants. 

• Methods for evaluating emissions rates and the compositions 
of those emissions are reasonably well developed. 

• \-lethods for predicting emission dispersion and inhalation 
e.xposures are reasonably well advanced but further development 
is needed. 

• \-lethods for directly evaluating the health effects of emissions 
are needed. We need to get closer to the bottom line (i.e., health 
effects) with our material testing methods. 

• Bioresponse methods have potential for improving our predic
tion of health effects. 
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Measuring Respiratory 
Irritancy of Emissions 
R.C. Anderson. Ph.D. 

INTRODt:CTION 
The test method developed for evaluation of the potency of 

airborne irritant chemicals, ASTM E 981, is being used to evalu
ate the potency of outgassing from commercial products. The key 
to the test is in the observation that the fifth cranial nerve of most 
animals has specialized nerve endings that are activated by irri
tant chemicals. 

The precise details of the reflex response to this activation are 
species dependent: in humans there is the well-known series of 
symptoms of eye, nose, and throat irritation, headache and 
fatigue, and the less well publicized changes of heart rate, blood 
pressure. and kidney function. The parallel response in mice is a 
change in respirarory rate and pattern. The mouse response is 
reproducible, stable, and proportional to the potency of the 
irritant. 

The method being used is an established toxicological proce
dure that has been used for three decades to make predictions 
about the effects of these chemicals on humans. The validity of 
the test data for prediction of human responses has been 
thoroughly esrablished and repeatedly published. The test animals 
(Swiss Webster mice) are somewhat less sensitive than humans, 

300 
BASELINE 

so an extrapolation from the animal data allows us to predict the 
response ot the much more sensiti\·e human. As a result. the 
amounts of material and concentrations used may be higher than 
immediately seems "realistic~· 

TESTS 
The method is being used as published. The generation sys

tem for the test atmosphere, not specified by the ASTM procedure, 
is a closed glass chamber in which a test sample is equilibrated for 
30 minutes before the collected atmosphere is delivered to the test 
animals by means of a peristaltic pump. The sample is typically 
heated to a temperature of 30°C by an external heat source. 

To study any atmosphere, the baseline respiratory rate of the 
animals is first determined and set equal to 100% (Figure I). The 
rate during a 60-minute exposure is described as a percentage of 
the baseline rate. To obtain a concentration response curve, a series 
of tests is conducted in which the sample size is varied (Figures 2 
through 5). In order to summarize data, the point of maximum 
response is determined for each experiment and that percent 
change is plotted against the concentration on a log scale (Figures 
6 through 9) . 

RECOVERY 
<ll EXPOSURE <il 
a: 200 
2:' 
.9 
~ 
a. 100 <Jl 
Ql 

a: 

0 60 120 
Time (Minutes) 

Figure I Respirawr.1· response ro irriranr (111ear: of 4 mice; 

Ro-;alind C Anderson 1s presiJent of . .\nderso n Laborawries. Inc .. Dedham. \1..\ . 
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RESL'LTS ,_ 
Because lhe effecls of fifth cranial nerve acli\alion by irritant 

..:hemicals are \cry dose tu the svmpcoms reported in indoor air 
quality complaints. it seems relevant co invescigare lhe use ot this 
test method as a tool for l0o~ing ac prod um used indoors. le ..:ould 
be 1 ery useful to determine in ad\·an..:e whether outgassing from 
a product was potent as ;i human irrilanr. To learn thal afcer che 
fa..:l -:an be an expensive education. 

The products lhat ha\e been lested during this exploration 
indude a wide variety of \\et and dry samples. The wel samples 
ha\e included floor wax. paincs, and several adhesin!s. Among the 
dry products. we have studied floor tile, vinyl wall co\·ering, 
fabrics, carpet, ..:arbonless paper. and room freshener with typical 
resulls presented in Figures 2 through 9. Several general observa
tions have been made; the test is nm sensitive w odor-1,000 grams 
oi an aromatic fabric elicited no response over the 60-minute 
exposure period (figure lO). The total hydrocarbon level of the lest 
atmosphere is nm indicative of the irritancy of the product under 
srudy. 

The products tested were selected because they are often men
tioned in connection with air qualicy concerns. Outgassing from 
some, but not all, products in each category has shown substan
tial irritant potency. There are significant differences between 
products for a single end use-see the comparison of two vinyl 
wall coverings in Figure 11. Clearly it would be possible to use these 
techniques to assist in the selection of products when the need is 
to minimize the pmential for irritation in a specific end use. Since 
product data are not currently available in some great compen
dium in the sky, nor will generic data be useful, specific studies 
would need to be directed toward the question posed. 

The test as it is being conducted is not directly linked to 
human irritation sensations without extrapolation chat takes into 
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-:onsiden.uion all details of specific product use. However, an appli-
-:ation that would be easily applied to situations of·actual use is 
to studv room air for its irritant potency. 

G~s samples from a contaminated room, collected by air bag, 
were compared for irritant potency against the atmosphere o t' a 
neighboring room (Figure 12). The difference from the baseline 
was significant (defined by ASTM E 981 as anything grearer than 
a 121110 change in respiratory rate), with the contaminated room 
causing a 20% change in respirarory rare of the test animals. In 
an additional experiment, air from a room having a mold concami
narion problem was found co be very active upon cesring. 

,, 
-·' 

CONCLlJSIO'.'I 

. .\STM E 981 is a tO\icology tesc method that was de,·doped 
to evaluate the pocencv or' airborne irritant chemicals. It has been 
adapted for use with commercial products and allows direcr com
parison of the irrirant pocency of outgassing from the produces. 
We have demonsrraced that. at lease in some cases. it is possible 
to tesr air samples from conraminaied spaces to numerically define 
an ambient irritancy le\'el. The data can be e:mapolared co predict 
the human response. 
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Ventilation Criteria, Effectiveness, 
Measurem.ent 
E. Sk8ret 
.Hember .4.SHR.-1£ 

ABSTRACT 

Venrilarionfor heal1hy buildinos requires a holisricapproach. 
.'vfosr imporranr is source control. The penalty for nor undertaking 
adequale and ra1io11al source comrol is high vemilario11 flow rates 
and high energy consumption. Source comrol is essential from the 
beginning, in planning, through all phases i/1 the building process, 
and rhroughout the life of the building. 

Ideally, ventilation requirements should be assessed based on 
residual emissions of pollutants and air quality criteria. Different 
approaches to ventilation criteria are discussed here. The ration
ale behind the discussion is NKB 41£, Indoor Climate-Air Qual
it)~ recently published by tire Nordic Commiuee for Building 
Re0 ulations (NKB). Unambiguous air quality criteria apparently 
still belong to the future. 

INTRODUCTION 
Apart from protecting us from namre, a modern building has 

to meet a range of requirements. The most important ones are 
functional, aesthetic, and environmental. Indoor air quality has 
a tremendous impact on the well-being of people and on work 
capacity, which, in turn, constitutes a substantial economic fac
tor in our societies. Regarding the indoor environment, a build
ing is healthy if the occupants (children as well as adults, including 
hypersensitive individuals) feel comfortable physically, emotion
ally, and socially. Because of these many aspects, creating a healthy 
building requires a holistic approach. not merely eliminaring bad 
smells anp harmful compounds, although this is one of the most 
important issues. 

The history of buildings is thousands of years old. In spite 
of this, we still apparently cannot make and maintain healthy 
buildings. 

The evidence and documentation regarding indoor air qual
ity problems are in numerous repom in the international scien
tific li terature . . -\part from small local variations, the problems 
eem to be idencical in che wescern industrialized pan of the world. 

Sick building syndrome (SBS), building-related illness (BRI). 
building-related symptoms !BRS), mulciple chemical sensicivi1y 
( ~KS), radon. 100 low ventilation tlow rates. and improper func
tioning of HVAC installations are common mani festatio ns. 

Regarding complaints, many investigations show that a range 
of factors nor building related, such as sex. psychosocial condi
tions, social status, work content, and different forms of stress. 
inlluence the t'requency of complaints among individuals. Ruling 
out 'uch factors. however. does not rule out differences between 

buildings. meaning that buildings play a substantial role as the 
cause of human discomfort and sickness. 

There is substantial literature regarding the characterization 
of indoor air qualicy. However, discussions about strategies or 
societal requirements to improve indoor air quality are more 
limited. One contribution to such discussions is Indoor Climare
A ir Quality, recently published by the Nordic Comminee on 
Building Regulation (NKB). This document, 1 based on the 
present state of the art, forms the background for this paper. 

The ever-increasing frequency of problems is assumed to be 
related to a range of circumstances, such as switching to year
round building construction, industrialized building processes 
involving short times for drying out between the different con
struction phases, insufficient development of quality assurance 
in construction, and new technology and synthetic materials. 
which, for technical and/or economic reasons, achieved readv 
acceptance without proper prior testing/control regarding build
ing hygiene. 

To this must be added a tendency to reduce ventilation and 
tighten the building envelope as a consequence of the need for 
energy management and reduced energy consumption and other 
factors. NKB especially draws attention to: 

• Materials, furnishings, and furniture that emit pollutants of 
different kinds are used in buildings. 

• \1aterials and construction sensirive to moisture are used while 
at the same time insufficient remedial action is taken to prevent 
moisture loading. 

• Ventilation and air-conditioning installations in some cases pro
vide insufficient outdoor airflow rates, either because thev have 
been designed incorrectly or are not used properly, or b~cause 
the supply air on its way through the ventilation plant becomes 
contaminated because of the use of materials and components 
that emit pollutants or because maintenance and cleaning are 
neglected. -

• Coordination (quality assurance) in the building process is 
unsatisfactory with regard to the indoor climate. Buildings are 
constructed, operated, cleaned. and maintained in an unsatis
factory or faulty manner. 

In addition to the above list. attention should be drawn to the 
contamination given off by people. cooking, smoking, and office 
processes and the introduction of new. improperly tested and 
approved chemicals in the cleaning process. There is also a ten
dency in our society ro neglect housekeeping and cleaning. 

Ventilation is only one of sc;:Yeral facrnrs rn be considered in 
creating healthy buildings. :-·lel'enheless. it is. by its nature. the 
most essential one and should nor be und~resiimated. The main 
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r~Js1.in for this is that the building itself pre1ems the necessary 
fresh Jir e:-;change. The amount of supply Jir :ind its quality are 
cru.:i;,il for the well-being of the people occup\'ing a building :rnd 
their capacity ro work. a substantial economic faci'or in our soci
et1. On the or her hand. it is of primary importance that the build
ing itself not be a polluter. as the many SBS manifestations in our 
day frequently demonstrate. Howe\'er. sick buildings are not a new 
occurrence. ln the book of Moses in the Old Testament. we find 
both a description or' a sick building and a cure for it. In the worst 
cases. the cure was to demolish and remove the whole building. 
\Ve should learn from that. Obviously, their sick buildings were 
caused by mold, fungi, and microbial growth caused by moisture, 
which evidently is also a most important facrnr in the modern sick 
building mystery. 

We ha\e ar present a contradictory situation. On the one 
hand. there is great knowledge today of indoor pollution. On the 
other hand. because most of the research has been of a survey 
character and not the kind that permits conclusions co be drawn 
as to which factors have significance for what regarding the inci
dence of ill health, it is not possible at present, ocher than in excep
tional cases. to pinpoint "guilty" substances or factors. 

In light of this uncertain state of knowledge, philosophy must 
be of a general nature. That is to say, we must not only avoid cer
tain substances/factors but generally keep the number and inten
sity of pollution sources at a level low enough to secure a 
reasonable ventilation standard and adequate indoor air quality. 

Ventilation for healthy buildings requires the following steps: 
(I) employing an adequate source control procedure, (2) quantify
ing the resultant "worst case" of contaminant generation, and (3) 
specifying the ventilation flow rate necessary to obtain accepra
b le indoor air quality in a worst-case situation. A strategic 
approach may be: 

• Select the building location. 
• Plan the building. 
• Select construction materials, processes, etc., for the lowest pos-

sible comaminant exposures from the building and its use. 
• Select a proper HVAC system. 
• Predict its performance based on current criteria. 
• Construct the building, including all HVAC installations. 
• Commission and start to use the building. 
• Verify its performance through experiments. 

VE~TILATION 

The main subject in building ventilation is source control. 
The penalties for not undertaking adequate and feasible measures 
to reduce emissions to a practical minimum are high ventilation 
flow rates and high energy consumption. Source control is essen
tial from the beginning, in planning, through all phases in the 
building process, and throughout the life of the building. 

Building Requirements in Planning, Design, and Construction 

Regarding the building site and ground conditions, special 
attention should be paid to moisture and radon exposure, waste 
deposits, and deposits from industrial activities chat may create 
a substamial air quality problem if remedial action is not taken 
to prevent them. A recommended action is to prevent the sub
stances from leaking into the building by sealing. 

Outdoor air quality is considered because pollutants from the 
oulside air may be a significant risk factor in town centers, near 
industrial sires. or near traffic routes. Guideline values for outdoor 
air qualily have been set up by WHO. The trouble with these 
guidelines is that they do not consider the fact thal there are also 
indoor sources of pollutants. which means that the ouldoor air, 

compll'ing with the guideline 1alues. has no venri!Jtion porentiJl 
for these subsrances. 

In construction. the risk of moisture damage is specificallv 
underlined. especially with regard to its harmful influence on 
building materials with the risk of emission of contaminants lO 
the indoor air. \loisture and temperature may cause microbial 
growth and chemical degradation of the materials with great risk 
of impaired air quality. 

Building \falerials and Surface Finishes, Fixtures. and Fittings 

Ideally, building materials should not contribute to the ;·en
tilation demand. However, this is not a realistic assumption, 
neither wday nor for the near future. Building materials pollute. 
either more or less. and there is a great variely of matet ials in rhe 
marker chat have nor been through a realistic emission, health risk, 
or building hygiene rest. 

The client should demand an indoor-climate-related product 
description of the material. Such declarations currently are not 
common. Testing techniques and standards are in the process of 
being developed and harmonized between different countries. It 
will take time both to establish control/certification procedures 
that are internationally agreed on and practiced and to rule out 
low-quality materials. Particleboard is a good example of such a 
process. From being a primary polluter 10 years ago, this material 
has been developed in Scandinavia to emit less formaldehyde than 
pine wood when properly handled, stored, and used. But there are 
still low-quality products in the international market, and faulty 
handling and use, especially with regard to moisture and clean
ing chemicals, can degrade any material. 

Processes and Activities 

When processes and activities that pollute the air are neces
sary, they should be encapsulated as much as possible, provided 
with a local external air supply, and/or limited to times when few 
people are exposed. When smoking occurs, special measures 
should be taken to prevent the risk of passive smoking. In many 
office environments, copy machines and laser printers may cause 
problems of ozone emission and dust generation. 

HVAC Pollution 

HVAC systems can be a major source of indoor pollutants. 
It is important that these systems be clean and cleanable with 
proper filtration of the outdoor air and that they consist of non
polluting materials and be designed to prevent accumulation and 
condensation of water. 

Cleaning of the Building 

Cleaning of buildings is important. It is especially important 
that the building be prepared for cleaning, i.e., all surfaces that are 
in contact with room air or supply air are easily accessible and pos
sible to clean. One should bear in mind that cleaning itself, 
through methods and agents, can deteriorate materials and air 
quality. Methods and agents need documentation showing both 
hygienic properties and suitability. 

VENTILATION CRITERIA 

Ideally, ventilation requirements should be assessed based on 
residual emissions of pollutants and air quality criteria. There is 
no doubt that in contrast to earlier ventilation codes, which 
regarded humans as the principal polluters. we ha1e to consider 
other sources more carefully. Some codes have recognized the 
building itself as a polluter, but only to a minor extent. It was not 
suggesled earlier to add together the different demands. although 
this has been common in the field of occupational hygiene. 
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However. much knowledge is still needed before a dose-response 
.:an be quanti iied in relation to a certain exposure or any speci fie 
pollution source in a normal building ... -lt is only in exceptional 
cases that it has been possible to relate symptoms of ill health of 
the SBS type to the concentration of specific air pollutants or com
binations of these. 

Correlation between airflow rates and symptoms of the SBS 
type is. as can be expected. ambiguous. However, it has been found 
that. for a speci fie building, the frequency 0 r complaints decreases 
as \'entilation rares increase. 

Humans are, of course, still an important pollution source. 
As early as the 1850s, Perrenkofer could give good criteria for ven
tilation rares for the control of human effluents based on the 
C0 2 rnntent. 

Perceived Air Quality 

A classic measure of air quality is the extent to which odor 
and/or chemical irritation is perceived as acceptable by visitors 
directly on entry into the premises. The measure was used by 
Yaglou in his classic studies and has in recent years been developed 
by Fanger et al., manifested by the olf and decipol concepts. One 
olf is equivalent to the emission of the perceived air pollution 
(bioeftluents) by a standard person. One decipol is the perceived 
air quality due to one olf ventilated at 10 Lis of fresh (clean) air. 
The decipol is further geared to PPD (predicted percentage of dis
satisfied persons). The new line is to quantify actual pollution 
sources in buildings, such as tobacco smoke, building materials, 
surface coverings, furnishings and furniture, processes, etc., in olfs. 
In theory, the ventilation criterion for comfort could be to specify 
the air quality in decipols. The ventilation requirement is then cal
culated from the olf load. Fanger has shown that there is a con
siderable variation in pollution load in olfs between buildings. The 
variation was on the order of 1:50 with an average of 0.3 olf!m2, 
equivalent to approximately four persons per 10 m2 floor area. 
:Vlost remarkably, he found in some cases that the ventilation sys
tem contributed most to the olf load. It is believed that the load 
can readily be lowered to 0.05 to 0.1 olf/m2 in new buildings by 
careful selection of materials and HVAC systems. 

There are a few questions. One is how to mathematically treat 
olfs from different sources (should it be simple, hypo, or hyper 
addition). Fanger, based on his findings, suggests as a best choice, 
until we know more, that olfs be added arithmetically (1 + 1 = 
2). The other question concerns adaptation. Some adaptation of 
occupants will take place after a while, especially in the case of 
human bioeffluents, although it is less pronounced for typical 
building materials. On the one hand, adaptation with regard to 
perceived air quality does not guarantee there will not be other 
health effects, such as fatigue, headache, heavy-headedness, lack 
of concentration, sore eyes, irritation of the mucous membranes, 
etc. On the other hand, the adaptation effect will quickly disap
pear when the exposure stops, as in leaving the premises. In a typi
cal office environment, people are quite mobile, so it seems right 
to use the visitor concept when criteria are assessed. Last but nor 
least, we have the question of to what extent dissatisfaction with 
regard to perceived air quality upon entry can be connected to 
health effects and discomfort during occupation. More knowledge 
is needed in this field. 

A working group under COST 613, convened by Fanger, ~is 
preparing a document on \·entilation requirements based on per
ceived air quality. 

Chemical Air Quality 

The odor and chemical senses react when exposed to chem
icals although not to all substances that may be harmt'ul to 
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human health. In theory the best criterion is to IO!Xpress air qual
ity in safe concentration le\ els for the different contaminants when 
the health risk criteria and source intensities are known. For a few 
substances. guidelines are given by WHO (Air Quality Guidelines 
for Europe), but for the great majority of substances and for a 
number of interacting substances, knowledge is insufficient. and 
very little is known about the source intensities. To this must be 
added allergens and mycoroxins related to microorganisms and 
fungi. 

However. volatile organic compounds (VO() as a mixture are 
nor reflected in the WHO document. At concentrations that can 
occur indoors. reactions of irritability and hyperactivity can be 
expected to some of the substances. Such reactions and toxic 
effects can occur at very low concentrations of single substances, 
and it can be very difficult to identify the "guilty" substance. It 
is probably nor the total level of indoor air pollution bur the occur
rence of cenain substances or combinations of them that produces 
health effects. There is, however, very little information about the 
contribution of single and/or combinations of substances to 
health effects. Dose-effect/dose-response data are completely 
lacking. In spite of this lack of data, a working group under the 
Norwegian Public Health Department of the Ministry of Social 
Affairs has decided to give a guideline value of exposure to TVOC 
of 400 µg!m3, formaldehyde and carcinogens excluded. This 
value was chosen partly because it is readily obtainable in prac
tice by careful selection of source control measures, and partly 
because an elevated presence of symptoms is not generally found 
at such concentrations. Other suggestions are 300 µg!m3 TVOC, 
proposed by Seifert. 3 Values here depend on how they are mea
sured. Elevated concentrations are generally caused by specific 
contaminant sources for which specific remedial actions should 
be taken. 

The Norwegian document further proposes: 

• Formaldehyde should not exceed 60 µg/m3. 
• Suspended particulate matter in the indoor air is probably not 

a ventilation matter, but is related to certain remedial actions 
such as filtering, avoiding material-generating particles, avoid
ing conditions favorable for microbial growth, etc. A high con
tent of certain particles will carry voe into the respiratory 
system, intensify the feeling of dry air, or intensify symptoms 
such as irritation of the mucous membranes and dry skin. The 
suggestion here is 40 µg/m3 for the fine fraction (<2.5 µm) and 
90 µg/m 3 for total dust (<10 mm). 

• Asbestos fibers should have a target value of zero. 
• No level of health effects is documented for MMF, but these 

fibers should not be present indoors. 
• Tobacco smoking should not occur indoors. 
• Mites should have a target value of less than 50 mites/g dust. 
• Regarding microorganisms, no pathogens should be present 

indoors. Others should be as low as possible, and there should 
be no smell of mold. 

• Radon should not contribute to ventilation requirements but be 
subject to a source control such as sealing and/or sub floor ven
tilation. 

• Humidity in the indoor air may directly or indirectly have an 
impact on the occupants. High humidity may stimulate the 
growth of fungi and microorganisms and may cause condensa
tion and building damage. High humidity may also enhance the 
emission of chemicals from building materials. Low humidity 
per se seldom causes a problem. To suppress the growth of dust 
mites, it is important to avoid high relative humidity, especial!\ 
in the bedrooms. Humidity may be a ventilation criterion. and 
relative humidity should not exceed /OITTo. 



In theorv. the different guideline values could be criteria for 
-:~ikulating \·entilation tlow rates . ASH RAE Standard 62-198l/' 
rroposes su..:h an air quality procedure. The ..:onclusion is, how
c\ er. that at present too little is known about the sources for such 
rrocedures to be employed as a whole. Tile use of low-polluting 
m:uerials is encouraged. Otherwise. ventilation requirements are 
,,;iven based on person load. ETS is not considered specifically (see 
~able for comparison). 

Scanvac recently published a guideline2 for classifying in
door air quality, introducing a calculation model based on emis
sion rates from building materials. This is a good model of current 
thought. However, lack of knowledge is a barrier, as mentioned 
previously, both with regard to quantifying emission rates and to 
relating and quantifying health risks with concencrations of 
..:ontaminants. In spite of the lack of data. Scanvac incroduces 
three different emission classes for building materials in the docu
ment and has tried to group building materials into these three 
classes. Instead of using exact emission data and threshold values, 
it gives formulas linking the amount of square meters used of 
the different material classes co ventilation flow races. The docu
ment also gives restrictions in the use of the worst class if the aim 
is a high air quality level. The use of low-polluting materials is 
encouraged. 

The IE.\ reported "minimum ventilation rates" in 1987. 5 

The work behind the report was motivated mainly by energy 
conservation. Different aspects of air quality (pollution sources) 
were thoroughly discussed, such as smoking, radon, and for
maldehyde. The conclusion for building-related contaminants, 
such as volatile organic compounds, microorganisms, and 
many particulates, was that current knowledge is limited, but 
chere are, nevertheless, indications that they may be associated 

with significant health effects. Further research is required ro 
characterize the ~ources J.nd to investigate the effects of the 
pollutants, which may be particularly important for offices 
and similar buildings. 

The report concludes. not unexpectedly, with relatively con
servative ventilation requirements rel:ited mainly to persons and 
prescribes sealing. removal. and elimination as actions to comrol 
comaminants not covered by person-rdated requirements. ETS 
is considered to some extent (see tabk for comparison). 

The Non\egian Directorate of Llbour Inspection recently 
published a revised edition of Guidelines for Indoor Climate and 
rlir Quality in nark Environment.~ In the new edition, three 
categories or pollution sources are defined: person load, building 
fixtures and furnishings, and activity and processes. It suggem 
these different demands be added (see table for comparison) . 

In the new Nordic air quality guideline, NKB61E, 1 neither 
the perceived air quality comfort equation of Fanger nor an air 
quality procedure is employed in full, simply because too little is 
known at present about the characteristics and intensities of 
sources indoors, measured in any quantity for such procedures to 

be applied. HO\\ ever, these theories as a whole have formed the 
background for professional judgment regarding proposed ven
tilation requirements. NKB61 has adopted the addition principle, 
not as normal addition but as hypo addition, where the building 
materials and other sources unrelated to persons have a weight
ing factor of I and the person load a weighting factor of 0.5. Effec
tive source control is the prerequisite for the specified flow rates 
(see table for comparison). 

One should bear in mind that total ventilation flow rates in 
practice may differ significantly from the requirements discussed 
regarding air quality. In the case of many buildings, other factors, 

Comparison of Different Guidelines for Ventilation Requirements 

Source 
Room Notations 

Person non Vsp 
smoking 
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smoking 
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Exhaust 
Dwellings 1/s m2 

ach 

Toilet priv Vs 
" public Exhaust 
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~) :-.:ew building •rececoraied building 
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15 
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such as rhe need for maintaining rhermal ..:om fort by cooling, may 
call for much higher t1ow rares. 

Energy consumption mav be lo,<ered and comfort e\·en 
improved when employing demand-controlled \"entilation. Such 
a srraregy should be based on air qualiry sensors. In many circum
srances. it can be based on user panerns or indi' idual require
ments . The need for de\'eloping air qualiry sens0rs and orher 
sensors and/or control devices in this field is great. The !EA has 
an annex working with this issue. 

EFFICIDICY 

The ventilation flow rates discussed presuppose complete 
mixing between contaminants generated in the space and the room 
air. The air quality is generally not the same throughout a venti
lated space. What really counts is the air quality in the breathing 
zone. The objective for an efficient ventilarion process is to aim 
at the lowest possible contaminant concentrations in the breath· 
ing zone compared wirh the concentrations in the rerurn air rer
minal, which, in contrast to the concentrations in the occupied 
space, are indifferent to how ventilation is accomplished. 
Inhomogeneity in air quality is connected to ventilation efficiency 
and has an impact on the ventilation requirements. 

The air quality may be poorer in the breathing zone than in 
the return air terminal for two reasons: 

1. Inefficient air distribution, causing an inefficient purging 
of ventilation air through the breathing zone, meaning that 
some of the ventilation air is short-circuiting ro the exhaust. 

2. Ineffective removal of contaminants, causing an accumu
lation of contaminants in the breaching zone. 

The penalty is increased flow rates. 
The efficiency of an air distribution system and the purging 

flow rate are connected to the age of the air in the breathing zone. 
This age is taken as the time elapsed since the air at a point entered 
the space. 

The overall effectiveness of the contaminant removal is con
nected to the age of the contaminant at the return air terminal. 
This age is taken as the rime elapsed from the moment the con
taminant was released at the source. The younger the air and the 
younger the contaminants are in this context, the more efficient 
the ventilation process is. 

However, the breathing zone conditions regarding pollutants 
cannot be characterized by the local age of the contaminants. The 
procedure is simply to compare local concentrarions with the 
return air concentration. 

The air quality in the breaching zone may be better than in 
the return air terminal when efficient ventilation has been a design 
goal. This introduces a potential for lowering the ventilation flow 
rates. 

ln general, any ventilation system can be regarded roughly 
as a two-zone flow pattern. One zone is the air supply zone and 
the other zone comprises the rest of the room. ln mixing ventila
tion, the supply zone is usually above the breathing zone. The best 
efficiency is achieved when the mixing is so effecci,·e chat the two 
zones are transformed into one zone. ln displacement ventila
tion, 8 there is generally a supply zone occupied by people and an 
exhaust zone above. The best efficiency (and higher than for com
plete mixing) is achieved when there is minimal mixing between 
exhaust and supply zones. 

A unidirectional flow pattern for both air and contaminant 
is the most efficient. An example of chis is a unidirectional flow 
from floor to ceiling, as can be accomplished in a clean room 
because of the high flow rates. In spaces such as off:ce rooms, the 
efficiency is a function of the location and characr~ristics of the 
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terminal devices and of the pollution sources. It is fun her ~1 func
tion of the temperature Jnd tlow rates of supply air. C-:iling. 
mounted terminal devices in combination with supply air he:Hed 
abo\'e room temperature mJy be \ery inefficient. In displa.:ement 
,·entilarion, the aim is IO create a tlow pattern with a tendency to 
unidirectional tlow. These systems are generally more err"i.:ienr 
than systems aiming at complete mixing. In most of these appli
cJtions, the main tlow direction is from tloor to ceiling. <ely ing 
upon upward convective currents to carry concaminants out uf the 
brearhing zone. 

The efficiency can be calculated by numerical simularion, 
measured experimemally, or determined from experience. The first 
two methods are not widely used in the design phase, mostly for 
economic reasons. !EA Annex 20 is dealing with this t0pic. 

The air exchange between rooms and time-varying tlo1' rates 
also have an impact on ventilation effectiveness. Multiroom and 
temporal ventilation effectiveness are also dealt with in !EA 
Annex 20. 

MEASUREMENT 

Generally, apart from ventilation flow rates, not many 
parameters are specified in design documentation. However, this 
is in the process of being changed. Builders and clients are now 
encouraged to require, and are also more conscious of, specifica
tion of rational air quality parameters connected to present 
guidelines. 

The process of verifying rhe performance of the ventilation 
system then is to measure the parameters specified in the design 
and compare measurements with specified values. Such specifi
cations include ventilation flow rates, ventilation efficiency, and 
air quality parameters. 

Ventilation Measurements 

Total ventilation flow rates delivered by the mechanical ven
tilation system and the disuibution of it through the ducting sys
tem and the terminals can readily be measured using well-known 
and well-described methods. However, an important prerequisire 
for a meaningful outcome is that the ventilation system be 
designed and constructed for such measurements. lf there is 
no mechanical system, one has to rely upon certain tracer gas 
methods, such as PFT passive sampling, 9 the active constant
concentration method, or the classic tracer gas decay method. The 
C0 2 from people can also be used as a tracer in these contexts. 

What counts next are the purging flow rates and the ventila
tion efficiency in the different spaces. Building infiltration will also 
be encountered in these measurements. Such measurements can 
most readily be accomplished by applying one or more tracer gas 
methods that measure the age of the air in the occupied zones and 
at the return air terminal. Practical measurements involve either 
injecting tracer gas in the main ventilation system at a constant 
rate or injecting a certain amount of tracer gas in the occupied 
spaces and mixing it well with the room air before starting mea
surements. The tracer gas concentration is measured as a function 
of rime. From rhis, the different quantities can be calculated. 10 

For contaminants generally, rhe local contaminant-removal 
effectiveness or the local \'entilation index. defined as the ratio 
between the contaminam concemration in rhe return air terminal 
and the concentration at a local point, is readily measured direct!' 
bv measuring the concentrations of the different contaminants. 
\iethods are-given by Nordtesr' ·'- 1-+ and .-1.l\'C. 

Air Quality 

As already stated. there arc a large number of agern s in the 
indoor air that can be measured. \\'hat is meaningful to me:burc 



is. first of all. all parameters that have been used as design criteria 
or guidelines. The mosc important factors that should be deter
mined are the perceived air quality, TVOC. suspended paniculate 
matter such as dust and fibers. and. in special cases. radon and 
microorganisms. 

Perceived air qualicy can be measured in different ways. The 
method most widely used presently is probably the one developed 
by Fanger et al. using trained panels judging the air quality in 
decipols or untrained panels also resulting in a decipol estimation. 

Regarding measurements of chemical substances. there are 
many situations and pollutants in the different types of indoor 
spaces that call for quite a large set of sampling procedures to be 
established. However. there are general considerations that apply 
in most circumstances. These general considerations cover the 
dynamics of the indoor environment (which is very important) 
and the questions of why, when, how long, how often. and where 
sampling should be carried out. The publication of COST 613 
Report No. 6, 11 Strategy for Sampling Chemical Substances in 
Indoor Air, covers all these questions. 

There is currently no strong rationale for measuring chemi
cal substances other than TYOC and specific irritants. including 
particulate matter. Perceived air quality and questionnaires cur
rently constitute the most meaningful measurements. 

All measurements should be preceded by a standardized 
questionnaire, such as the one described in COST 613 Report No. 
4, 12 Sick Building Syndrome-A Practical Guide. Air quality 
measurements should be carried out the first time soon after the 
building is in use, the second time after one year, and later every 
third or fifth year. 
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Air Exchange Effectiveness 
of Conventional and 
Task Ventilation for Offices 
W.J. Fisk 0. Faulkner 

. .\BS TRACT 
Air quality and comfort complaints within large buildings are 

often attributed to air distribution problems. We define three 
parameters for air exchange effectiveness related to air distribu
tion. The first two indicate the indoor airflow pattern (i.e., the 
extent of short-circuiting, mixing, or displacement flow) for an 
entire building or region. The third parameter is most useful for 
assessments of the spatial variability of ventilation. We also define 
rhe air diffusion effectiveness, which indicares the airflow partern 
within specific rooms or sections of buildings. The results of mea
surements of these parameters in U.S. office buildings by the 
authors and other researchers are reviewed. Almost all measure
ments indicate very limited short-circuiting or displacement flow 
between locations of air supply and removal. However, a moderate 
degree of short-circuiting is evident from a few measurements in 
rooms with heated supply air. The results of laboratory-based 
measurements by the authors are consistent with the field data. 
Our measurements in office buildings do indicate that ventilation 
rates can vary substantially between indoor locations, probably 
due to variarion in air supply rares between locations rather than 
variation in rhe indoor airflow patterns. One possible method of 
improving air distribution is ro employ rask ventilation with air 
supplied closer to the occupanr's breathing zone. We have evalu
ated two task ventilation systems in a laboratory setting. During 
most operating conditions, these systems did not provide a region 
of substantially increased ventilation where occupants breathe. 
However, both systems are capable of providing substantially 
enhanced ventilation at the breathing zone under some operating 
conditions. Therefore, task ventilation is a potential option for 
using ventilation air more effectively. 

I~TRODCCTION 

There seems to be a fairly widespread belief among the 
. .\SHRAE membership that substantial short-circuiting of air 
berween ceiling-level supply diffusers and ceiling-level return 
!Hilles is common, resulting in poor ventilation at the locations 
~f occupants. Air exchange effectiveness (AEE), more commonly 
called "vemilation efficiencV:' is an indicaror of the nature of the 
indoor airflow pattern be.tween locations of air supply and 
removal within buildings or rooms. The indoor airflow patcern 
ranges between two hypothetical e:meme cases. At one end of the 
5cale. all su oply air immediately short-circuirs to the return or 

R. Prill 

exhaust grilles. At the other end, a perfect displacement (piston
like) panern of air flow occurs between the locations of air sup
ply and remo\·al. In between is the case of perfect instantaneous 
mixing of all indoor air. Several sources of air motion in real 
spaces, including natural convection plumes from internal heat 
sources. natural convection at warm or cool walls, the use of fans, 
and the motion of people. rend to mix the indoor air and pm·em 
complete shon:-circuiting or perfect displacement flow. One of the 
objectives of this paper is to present and discuss data on indoor 
airflow patterns in office buildings. 

The indoor airflow pauern has implications for indoor air 
quality (IAQ) and building energy use. A short-circuiting tlow 
berween ceiling-level supply diffusers and return grilles is gener
ally inefficient in removing pollutants and heat generated in the 
occupied lower regions of rooms; hence, with short-circuiting, 
more outside air is required to maintain acceptable IAQ and more 
total supply air may be required to remove heat. However, when 
pollurant and heat sources are located in the path of the short
circuiting flow. this flow pattern may be efficient because che 
pollutants and heat also short-circuit to the exhaust. In contrast 
to short-circuiting, a displacement flow pattern in che floor-co
ceiling direction is generally more efficient in removing hear and 
pollurants generated in the occupied space than the "perfect mix
ing" pattern because the exiting air has a pollutant concemrarion 
above the building average and, in some cases, an above-average 
temperature. 

The local . .\EE, as defined in the next section, has a differ
ent significance. This parameter is most useful for comparing the 
rate of ventilation (or age of air, as defined later) measured at 
different individual locarions. In a large multi-room building, the 
local AEE is inrluenced by both the amount of air supplied locally 
(e.g., to the room in question) and by che indoor airflow pattern. 
Therefore, individual values of local AEE are not useful indica
tors of the extent of shorr-circuicing (an occasional point of con
fusion). The second objective of this paper is ro discuss the spatial 
variability of \'entilation as indicated by the local AEE and ocher 
parameters. 

AEE parameters are useful for characterizing the \entilation 
performance of task vemilarion sysrems. These sysrems. d~scribed 
in greater derai l subsequent[\', permit individuals to adjust the rare 
and direction of a local air <;upply that sen·es their work space 
(primarily so occupants ~an fine-tune their thermal -:omforc1. 

William .J. Fisk. L)a,·id Faulkner. and Richard Prill are with the Indoor Em ironrr.ent Program . .\pplied Sc:~;: c c Di\·isiun . LJ\I '.cncc Bcr~clc\' Labura. 
tOr\', Berkek: .. CA. 
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Ideally. these systems will provide a region of increased ventila
[ion where the occupant normallv breathes. The third and final 
major objective of this paper is to discuss the extent to which two 
task ventilation systems provide this enhanced ventilation. 

DEFINITIONS 
We use the age or' Jir. usually denoted by the symbol 1, as the 

basis for defining . .\EE parameters. The age of a sample of air is 
the average amount oi rime that has elapsed since molecules in this 
sample entered che building. One can consider the local age of air 
at a speci fic location wi thin the occupied space, rhe age in vari-
0us airstreams (such as the exhaust), and the spatial mean age of 
all air within a building. We use the symbol •sL represenr a local 
age of air measured ar rhe typical breathing level of a seated per
· on. Age of air is measured using tracer gas '.echniques described 
by numerous authors lSandberg and Sjoberg 1983; Fisk et al. 1985., 
1988, 1989; Persily 1985). For brevity, we do noc repear rhe descrip· 
lions of measuremenc techniques in this paper. 

The nominal time constant, denoted •:-i, is used in the defi
nitions of AEE parameters and equals the indoor volume divided 
by the tlow rate of outside air supply. rN is the reciprocal of the 
air exchange rate and is usually expressed in units of hours. 'N 
equals the local age of air exhausted to outside (Sandberg and 
Sjoberg 1983) and is determined from measurements in the main 
return or exhaust duct(s). 

The spatial average age of air within the encire building, 
usually referred to as the mean age of air, is denoted by the sym
bol <r> and is also determined from measuremencs of tracer gas 
concentrations in the exhaust airstreams. We also use the average 
of the measured local ages of air at breathing level, denoted 
<•aL> to calculate an AEE. 

We define three AEE parameters via the following equations: 

AEEGLOBAL = AEEG = rN / <r> (1) 

AEEaREATHING LEVEL = AEEaL = rN/<raL> (2) 

AEEwcAL = AEEL = rN/rBL (3) 

. .\EEG is representative of the entire building because both the 
numerator and denominator of this parameter are indicative of 
the entire bui lding. The parameter AEEaL is more relevant to 
human health because it is based on the average measured age of 
air at breathing level <rsL> rarher than the spatial average 
indoor age <r>. Ho\ ever, multipoint measurements are required 
co obtain a represemati ,.e average value of 'BL. The local AEE is 
based o.n a comparison of the nominal time constant (a whole
building parameter) to the age at a single indoor location. and, as 
noted previously, the range of AEEL is useful for assessing the 
spatial variability of ventilation. 

The reference for all three AEE parameters (i.e., the case with 
AEE equal to unity) is perfectly mixed indoor air. The maximum 
possible value of AEEa is 2.0 for a perfect displacemenc tlow. 
There are no theoretical upper limits for the ocher two parameters. 
Val ues less than or greater than unity for AEEa and AEEsL indi
cate short-circuiting and displacement tlow panerns, respectively. 
Larger deviations from unity indicate more pronounced shon
circui ting or displacement tlow, 

We define another related parameter, the air diffusion effec
tiveness (ADE), which is a better indicacor of the airflow pattern 
in a specific indoor region (e.g., a room). 

(4) 

whe re rRG is the age at a return grille located near the 'BL mea
surement location. If low-age supply air short-circuits co the return 
grille, 'RG should be significantly less lhan 1 81_; hence. the ADE 
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will be less than unity. The converse is true with a displacemem 
tlow pattern. The advantages of . ..\DE as an indicator ot' local 
shorr-.:ircuiting or displacement llO\\' arc as follows: (1) both the 
numerator and denominator of the . ..\DE are representative of the 
same general region (e.g., room) and (2) che residence time of air 
in return-air ceiling plenums and the leakage of supply air into 
return plenums will hm·e a small eiiecr on ADE but may substan
tially affect the olher three paramerers (thus, ADE is more indica
tive of the tlow pattern in the room). The ADE will equal unity 
if the room is perfectly mixed. One could compute an . ..\DE 
parameter based on an average of se\·eral measurements of both 
r8L and rRG in the same region; however, in this paper we use a 
single measured value of each parameter. 

CONVENTIONAL AND TASK VE:\ITILATION 

Supply of air through ceiling-mounted diffusers or high wall 
supply grilles and removal of air through ceiling-level or high wall 
return grilles is conventional practice in U.S. office buildings. Air 
is supplied in high-velociry jers that entrain room air, promoting 
mixing. Complete mixing of the indoor air is the usual design goal. 
indoor remperarure control is achieved by regulating the supply 
remperature, supply flow rate, or both of these parameters. The 
regulation of supply temperature or flow is controlled by a ther
mostat. Generally, there are many more occupants than thermo
stats, and occupants are not able to adjust the thermostat secting. 

In contrast to conventional ventilation, we define task ven
tilation (TV) as a method of ventilation that permits the occupants 
to adjust some local air supply parameter, such as supply flow rate, 
temperature, or direction. The potential for improved thermal 
comfort, because occupants can (to some extent) adjust their local 
thermal environment, is a major impetus for the use of TV. 
Improved indoor air quality is another potential benefit because 
the supply air can be delivered more directly ro the re~ion around 
the occupant. TV systems may also, in some situations. result in 
a displacement (pistonlike) airflow pattern in the tloor-to-ceiling 
direction because slightly cool air, more dense than room air. is 
supplied at floor or desk level and air is rypically removed from 
the room at or near rhe ceiling. Displacement flow can result in 
lower pollutanc concentrations at the breathing level and higher 
concentrations in the ceiling-level exhaust air (see, for example, 
Holmberg et al. 1990). 

We consider two task ventilation systems that are being 
introduced in the U.S. We call the first system the "floor supply 
system'.' Air supply modules are installed in an raised panel tloor. 
Each module contains a fan that draws air from the subfloor 
supply-air plenum and discharges chis air into the room through 
sloes (inclined ...10° from verrical) in four plastic grilles each 0.13 
min diameter. Using a recessed rhumb wheel, the fan speed and. 
thus, airflow rate can be adjusted between approximately 40 Lis 
and 90 L/s, resulting in maximum air supply velocities of 2 co 6 
mis (or rhe fan may be turned off). The direction of rhe air sup· 
ply can be changed by rotating any or all of the four grilles. 
Occupants cannot control the supply air cemperacure, which, to 
reduce the potential fo r cold drafts, is typically abouc t8°C or 5 "F 
higher than the supply temperature of many conventional U.S. 
ventilation systems. Air is typically withdrawn from rhe occupied 
spaces through ceiling-level return grilles. 

We refer co the econd task ventilation yscem as rhe "desk· 
supply system'.' A.ir from either a subt1oor up ply plenum or from 
supply dum is drawn into one opening of a fan/control unit that 
fies under a desk. Air is also drawn directly into another opening 
of the fankontrol unit rrom the room . ...\ mi:uure or' the :iir from 
both sources is supplied to the room through a pair of nozzks wich 
movable vanes located at the deskrop. The nozzles may be rotated 
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_;t-0 " in a horizontal plane. and the 1·anes may be angled = 30 ° in 
a 1·enical plane. The temperarurc oi air 5upplied through the 
nozzles is a function of the ratio ot recirculated room air versus 
supply air in the air exiting the nozzles:· which. in turn. is deter
mined by the position Of [WO dampers in the fan/control uniL 
Damper positions are concrolkd by rhe air temperature setting on 
a desktop concrol panel. The conrrol panel also gives the occupant 
rhe ability to ·ec the air supply rate ( 1·ia adjustment of fan ·peeds) 
and to control operation of a radiant hear ing panel, a task light. 
and a whire noise generaror. Th.: control panel also contains an 
occupanr sensor rhar will rurn off power to che fans, heater, light, 
and noise generator if no occupant is detected for 10 minutes. 
\\"hen an occupant is detected, the system resumes operation at 
the previously set conditions. The maximum tlow rate of supply 
air with fans operating is approximately 70 Lis. With no power 
to the propeller fans and 25 Pa posicive static pressure provided 
by the main air handler. approximately 10 L's will !low through 
each nozzle. 

.\lEASUREMENT RESULTS 

Field Measurements with Conventional Ventilation 

The authors have measured the three AEE parameters and 
the ADE in several office buildings located in the San Francisco 
area. All of the buildings used conventional methods of air sup
ply and return. Supply air temperatures were lower than indoor 
temperatures. In most buildings, we completed measurements 
with both minimum and maximum percent outside air supply (i.e., 
maximum and minimum recirculation of air by the air handler). 
The measuremenc method invo lves labeling each stream of out
side air with a unique tracer gas via constant tracer gas injection 
and monitoring tracer gas concentrations in major airstreams and 
also at multiple locations within the occupied spaces (see Fisk et 
al. 1988, 1989, 1991 for details on measurement and data analy
sis procedures). Table 1 provides the key results (some have been 
published previously). 

First consider the AEEG. The majority of measured values 
are within the range 1.0 to 1.2 and three of the four values outside 
of this range are equal to 1.3. Based on an evaluation of measure
ment precision in a laboratory setting (Fisk et al. 1991) and our 
estimate of the magnitude of addicional errors in field seuings, the 
95lro confidence limics fo r measurements of AEEG are at least 
= 20 0Jo. Within th.is confidence li mit , most of the AEEG values 
are indistinguishable from 1he value obtained with com piece mix
ing. However, because we use di ff er enc 1 racer gases to si mu l tane
o us l y label the outside air entering buildings through each air 
handler, we know that the indoor air throughout these large build
ings is often not perfectly mixed (Fisk et al. 1988, 1989). Thus, our 
measurement of an AEEG value close to 1.0 does not indicate 
periecc mixing throughout a building but does indicate minimal 
short-circuiting or displacement !low, on average, for the entire 
building. (In theory, displacement flow in some locations could 
counteract short-circuiting elsewhere, resulting in a value of 1.0 
for ..\EEG.) 

With three exceptions, the values of AEE 8L in Table 1 are 
also indistinguishable (i.e .. within 0.2) from 1.0. We suspect that 
va lues of 1.4 and l .3 for both the fifth and sixth tloors of Build
ing '.'lo. l are due to a primarily one-way flow between che office 
regions (where air was supplied) and the bathroom/j anitorial 
regions thac contained the only exhausr grilles (see Fisk et al. [1988] 
for details). The elevated 1·alue of 1.4 in one test of Building No. 
5 may have resulted from the very large spatial variation in age of 
air during this test. leading to an inaccurate determination of the 
true average age at breathing level. 
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Nt.::\t ..:onsider the ADE. Based on multipoint measuremems 
in a well-mi:\ed room. we have cakulated 95°70 confidence limits 
for an .\DE measurement of 12% to 2007o (confidence limits 
varied wich tes t condition. : we as ume 20°'o for the! subsequent 
discuss ion). Fony-cwo rnt!<lsured values or" ADE :irt! provided in 
Table l.. one is below 0. ' .i.e .. none is significantly below unity 
with 95 0-o co nfidence. Only · ix measMrcd 1·alu t!s ex.:eed 1.2. Thus. 
the ADE daia also indicate that there is minimal short-..:ircuiting 
or displacement flow at the majority of measuremt!nt locations 
within these buildings. The average of the 42 measured values is 
I.I, which is significantly greater than unity. (The 950-0 confidence 
limit for the average of 42 measurements is ±0.03.) Thus, these 
measurements indicate a very slight tendency toward displacemenr 
!low. 

The local air exchange effectiveness values frequently devi
ate substantially from unity. Because of the evidence of minimal 
short-circuiting or displacement !low, the large deviations from 
unity must result from variable air supply rates throughout the 
buildings. The relative standard deviations (RSD) in the age oi air 
at breaching level within these buildings must also reflect these 1·ar
iations in air supply rates. The RSD is typically 0.1 to 0.2 in tests 
with minimum percent oucside air (maximum recirculation) but 
is as high as 0.5 in tests with maximum percent outside air. 

The final column of Table 1 provides the outside air supply 
rate per occupant during these tests. In Building No. 1, the 10 Lis 
per occupant supply races are equal to the minimum rates speci
fied for offices in ASH RAE Standard 62-1989 (ASH RAE 1989). 
In ocher tests with minimum percent outside air, the outside air 
supply ranged from 16 to .is Lis per occupant-substantially 
above the minimum value specified in this standard. Thus, if a 
moderate degree of short-circuiting did occur in these buildings, 
the "effective" outside air supply rate (e.g., product of actual out
side air supply race and AEE) would generally still exceed the value 
prescribed in the ASHRAE standard. However, rooms with a very 
low local air exchange effectiveness could be underventilated rela
tive to the rate prescribed in the ASHRAE standard. 

There are only a few additional measurements in U.S. office 
buildings. Our general findings of limited short-circuiting or dis
placement !low are consistent with results of tests in a three-stery 
office building by Persily (1986). In three tests, the global air 
exchange effectiveness ranged from 1.04 to 1.12 and the averages 
of several measurements of local air exchange effectiveness dur
ing each test (the average is similar to AEE8L) ranged from 0. i3 
to 1.02. 

Persily and Dols (1990) also completed nine tests in a large 
office/library building, and the averages of seven to eight mea
surements of local air exchange effectiveness during each cest 
ranged from 0.92 to 1.05. 

Offermann (1988) completed two tesrs within an isolated 
room in an office building with conventional ceiling diffusers and 
a ceiling-level return grille. The room was heated wich the supply 
air during these tests. The breathing-level air exchange effective
ness was 0.66 and 0.73, respectively; thus, these two tests do indi
cate significant short-circuiting. Possibly the elevated supply air 
temperatures were a reason for the short-circuiting. 

Rask and Sun (1989) describe results from three spaces; 
however, they use a different definition of air exchange effecci\e
ness that precludes comparison of their results to ours. Their defi
nition results in an air exchange effectiveness less than unity .:1·en 
in a room with perfectly mixed air if the room volume exceed~ the 
rnlume of the occupied zone as defined by .\SHRAE. !ASHR . ..JE 
Scandard 62-1989 defines the occupied zone as the region betl\t!en 
0.075 and 1.8 m [3 and 72 in.] above the tloor and greater than U.6 
m [2 ft] from walls.) The largest volume or" pu blished data I 1 hat 



,,·e identified) from field measurements outside rhe U.S. is bosec.l 
on measurements in 23 offo.:es within Finland tSegpanen l986J. 
The global air exchange effectiveness always exceeded 0.82 and was 
l'ypi:ally near l.O excepr in office buildings with air supplied to rhe 
haliwav and exhausted from the office area. \\'irh this venu lauon 
-:onfig~rarion. which is unusual in rhe U.S., the global air ex..:hange 
effectiveness ranged from 0.72 to 1.0. 

Laboratory \leasurements with Conventional Ventilation 

The authors have also measured air exchange effectiveness 
(see Bauman er al. 199la) in a laboratory called the Controlled 
En\'ironmem Chamber ( CEC), whi..:h is 5.5 rn by 5.5 m by 2.5 m 
high. Although a flexib le research laboratory, the C_EC ~losel_Y 
resembles a modern ot'r'ice space. For the tesrs described in thts 
paper. the CEC was subdivided imo three worksrati?ns s~par.ated 
by partitions. Each workstation comained typical otfice turnnure 
\desks, side rabies, chairs. bookcases). The chamb~r. aiso ~omai~ed 
sources of heac and air motion typical of real orfrces . including 
overhead lights task lights, and personal computers wirh a small 
cooling fan~ plus monitors. A seated mannequin c~at released heat. 
in a manner similar to a real person was located in one or two ot 
the workstations. Airflow in the cavities of the exterior walls and 
between window panes maintained wall and window temperatures 
close to the indoor temperature during tests with the CEC cooled. 
Consequently, these exterior walls and windows were not a sou~ce 
of strong natural convection but affected indoor air move1'.1ent like 
interior walls. During tests with the CEC heated, the exterior walls 
and windows were cooled (to create a heat sink); thus, during heat
ing tests these surfaces were a stronger source of natural convec
ti;n airflow .. .\ir was supplied through a single perforated diffuser 
mounted in the ceiling either centrally or near the center of one 
wall. Air exited through a ceiling-level return grille. 

Table 2 provides the primary results of AEE measurements 
in the CEC. Only two of ten values of AEEsL are significantly 
different from unity with 95% confidence. [n all seven tests with 
the CEC cooled, the EEeL is greater than unity, b~t only one 
deviation from unity is significant. In all three tescs with the CEC 
heated, AEEaL is less than unity, but again, the difference is sig
nificant in onlv one case. The results of these laboratory measure
ments are ven: ~onsistent with the previously discussed results of 
measuremen{s in actual buildings. In general, rhe air exchange 
effectiveness is close to unity. The data indicate a very slight ten
dencv toward displacement flow when the CEC is cooled and a 
sliah~ tendencv toward short-circuiting when the CEC is heated. 
Ac'°leas t during these tests. the partit ions do not interrupt the air
flow [a commonly expressed concern) and cause signi~icam sh_ort
circuiting. In addition . rhe dara in Table 2 on age of a.tr vs. height 
(and the individual measurements that are not included i.n. the 
table) indicate hac the vencilation within and above rhe pamuons 
is nearlv ident ical; hence. the partitions do not create "dead spaces" 
with poor ventilation. Thermal com fort and air velocity measure
ments by Bauman et al. (I 991a) lead ro the same conclusion . 

Laboratory Measurements with Task Ventilation 

The air e.xchange effec iveness of the two previ ous!~ described 
cask \'entilarion sv terns has also been measured via laborarory 
experiments m h~ furni shed CEC. Some results were reported in 
. rens et al. 11991). Bauman et al. (1991b) , and Fisk et :i i. (1991). 
Twent\' tests ha,·e been completed with the lloor sup ply system 
operar"ing. Test ,·ariables have included the direct ion ol air supply 
(e.::: .. wward the occupant or coward the cenrer of he rl?~r sup
ply module). locat ion or the floo r up ply module. rate 01 air s~ p
ply. and supply .emperar ure (coo ling or heating or' the CEC). ' ' 'Ith 

:i.nd 1\ irhout recircuialion by rhe main air h:i.ndier ( 100% outside 
air 1\aS supplied during mo~t tests). ln gener:i.I. A.EEllL was 
within 0.15 of unir1-. (The 950-0 -:onfidence limits for this series of 
tem is = [50-o.) Co.nsequently. the system did not usually pro1 ide 
a region of signitic:intly enh:i.n-:ed ,·entilarion where occupants 
bre;the. Dir;crim! the :i.ir from the t'loor supply toward the 
occupam's breathi-ng zone resulted in slightly (e.g.: l5111o l 101\er 
ages or' ir in the breathing zone than at the return gnlle. Howc!\·er. 
the results of one unique test are promising. We have completed 
onlv one tesr with minimum upply tlow rares and two tloor sup
ply.modules operating simultaneously. In that tes~ . A.EEaL ":as 
approximately 1.:. The multipoint measurement~ md1~a te_a s1g~ 
nific:i.nc increase in age of air with height, which 1s ind1cat1ve ot 
a displacement tlow pattern. Therefore. with a low air supply rare. 
this svstem can pro\'ide highly effecti\'e ventilation. 

\ve have completed only fi ,·e tests with the desk-supply .sy·
tem op<!fating; ch us ·onclusions regardi~g the ~ir excha~geetfec
tiveness of this vscem are only tentallve. With the air supp ly 
nozzles supplied by the manu fa..:mrer, the supply tlow rate at each 
workstation was maintained below approximately 0 Lis and the 
air was di rected coward the occupant's brealhing zone. Under these 
conditions, the measured AEEeL ranged from I.I to 1.3. The 
value of 1.3 is a significant but still moderate enhancement com
pared to the case of complete mixing. To permit higher supply flow 
rates without high velocities at the occupant's face, we fabncated 
a set of larger air supply nozzles that reduced exit velocities by 
approximately a factor of three. In a single test with 42 Lis su~
plied at each of two workstations, AEE8 L was 1.6. Hence, this 
system can also provide highly effective ventilation. 

CONCLUSIONS AND DISCl"SSION 
The number of measurements of air exchange effectiveness 

in U.S. office buildings or realistic laboratory mock-ups of offices 
is limited. The larae majority of available daca from convention
ally ventilated sp~ces indicate ,·ery limited shon-drcuiting and 
limited displacement flow between the locations of air supply and 
removal. We suspec t that these results are due ro the mixing or 
indoor air caused by borh high-velocity jecs of supply air and 
natural convection. We do no t claim that short-ci rcuiting is 
minimal in all or a very high percentage of U.S. office buildings
the available daca are too sparse for such a claim. In fact, some 
data indicate a moderate degree of short-circuiring of supply air 
to return grilles when the supply air is heated. We believe that ad~i
rional measuremencs are required. However, based on the avail
able information, short-circuiting is not the pervasive problem 
assumed by many engineers and indoor air quality specialists. 

The available data do indicate that the ventilation race within 
U.S. office buildings can vary substantially with location. Based 
on measurements by the authors, the relative standard deviation 
in the age of air at breathing le\'el was typically 0.1 to 0.2 when 
minimum outside air was supplied and as high as 0.5 with maxi
mum percent omside air supplied. Local air exchange effective
ness values reported here ranged from 0.3 to 3.6 (i.e., local ages of 
air at the breathing level were 3ocr.o to 33011/o of the nominal time 
constant !or the entire building). We suspect that this variation is 
1,;aused primarily by spatial variations in air supply races. 

Based on a prel iminary examinauon of the per ormance of 
two task 1·en tilation yscems, we ·oncludc that these system do 
not prod uce a region of subst ant iall y fi..: .. more than _5 1;.~ 1 

increa ·ed ventilation ""here oc unani - brc::ithe for mo t of the 
operating conditions .::onsidered . Howe1·e r. under -:enain opera-. 
ting ..:onditions, both task 1entiiation systems :ire ..:apable o r 
pro-ducing an age of ai r in the occupant's brearhing zo ne th:i.r is 



approximarely 651J7o or the age or air :it the return grille. Thus. task 
\·entilation is one potential option for using \·entilation air more 
effectively that deserves further srudy· .. -
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Classified Indoor Clim.ate-A Way 
to a New Indoor Clim.ate Technology 
U. Rengholt 

GENERAL BACKGROUND 
The dissatisfaction among consumers with indoor climate 

and ventilation is widespread and deep. in Sweden, abour 400'Jo to 
50 1170 of all employees complain about the indoor climate where 
they work. The number of complaints concerning dwellings is also 
high. The frequency of so-called "sick" houses is even more seri
ous. Up to 30070 of all houses are estimated to be "sick" in the sense 
that buildings and their indoor climate give rise to considerable 
discomfort, symptoms of illness, or bad health. 

Practically no industry can survive if it delivers products that 
fail to satisfy nearly half the number of consumers. However, the 
building and indoor climate industries have managed to do that, 
partly because they have been shielded by official standards and 
regulations that have limited or eliminated their responsibility for 
how their products work. Another contributing factor has been 
that consumers used to make rather low demands on the products 
(indoor climate). 

The problems of poor indoor climate and sick houses have 
deep roots. They indicate a number of serious shorteomings in the 
whole building process, a sign that there are no functioning quality 
systems for the building industry. The problem of sick houses can
not be remedied solely by limited measures such as better venti
lation, even though that is an important part. The only solution 
is to remove the faulty elements in the actual building process, to 
create a new building process applying new and better quality 
systems. 

One important consequence will be a need for an improved 
technology for indoor climate and ventilation-what I call "a new 
indoor climate technology"-based on a stronger awareness 
among consumers, high demands on indoor climate quality, and 
application of modern theories of quality systems. Its real goal is 
consumer satisfaction. 

As a step toward this goal, the Scandinavian organization 
Scanvac has worked out new common guidelines for indoor cli
mate quality declaration and specification, the so-called "Scan
\·ac guidelines for indoor climate'.' Those guidelines represent a 
way to transform the knowledge about indoor climate and qual
ity technology into useful information for the ordinary builder or 
consulting engineer in practical work. 

THE 'iEW 11\DOOR CLIMATE TECHNOLOGY
SOME CHARACTERISTICS 

It is not my intention to discuss the means and ends of the 
new indoor climate technology, but as background to the Scan
\ ac guidelines. [would like to presenr some of its most important 
characteristics. 

• The new indoor climate technology recognizes the importance 
of the indoor climate for people's well being, health, and per
formance ability-in other words, the productivity of the indoor 
climate. 

• The new indoor climate technology expresses the indoor climate 
and its effect on human beings in terms that enable us to make 
an economic estimate of its importance. In that way, both deci
sion makers (clients, managers, etc.) and consumers can get a 
clear view of and put a price on the indoor climate. 

• The new indoor climate technology considers the indoor climate 
to be a complex factor. Different people perceive the indoor 
climate differently depending on age, sex, activity, etc. It is in
fluenced by many different technical factors, such as pollution 
sources and thermal loads inside and outside the building. The 
indoor climate in each case must rest on the basis of the prevail
ing conditions and with respect to who is going to use it. In other 
words, the indoor climate must be "individualized'.' Thus, the 
new indoor climate technology is far removed from the view that 
has dominated up to now, namely, that the indoor climate is a 
fixed entity that is the same for most people and can be based 
on rigid standards valid for most types of buildings. 

These characteristics of the new indoor climate technology 
are sufficient as an explanation of the background to the new 
Scanvac guidelines. 

PRINCIPLES BEHIND THE INDOOR 
CLIMATE GUIDELINES 

The Scanvac guidelines are built on the following principles, 
derived from the new indoor climate technology. 
• The quality of the indoor climate is characterized according to 

the effect of the indoor climace on people's comfort and well 
being (also health aspects) by means of frequencies of dissatis
faction, so-called "PPD values'.' 

• The quality specifications are classified bv a limited number of 
different quality levels, which enable the. customer (the house 
owner) to choose a suitable (but to some extent standardized) 
indoor climate in each individual case. 

• From a technical point of view, the quality of the indoor climate 
is defined by a number of indoor climate factors (air quality fac
tors, thermal quality factors, etc.) and by specifications of 
acceptable values for them in the \·arious classes. 

• The quality oi the indoor climate is regarded as separate from 
the technical solutions that are applied to establish it. 

These principles will be discussed in concrete detail in the follow
ing sect ion. 

L'lf Ren gholt. S"edish Societ y of Hearing and . .\ ir-Condi tioning Engineers 1Swede\'ac ). 
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THE STRLCTL'RE OF THE CL\SSIFIC.-\TION SYSTDI 

The purpose of the Scanvac guidelines is lO indic:ite J new 
way of chinking chat enables us to understand the indoor climate, 
evaluate it in economic terms, and adapt it to the various con
ditions-technical and consumer-oriented-in rhe individual case. 

In accordance with these guidelines, the indoor climate is 
di\·ided into different quality classes with respect to thermal com
fort. air quality, and noise level. Each class is characterized by a 
statistically determined value of the percentage of dissatisfied per
sons chat the class is estimated to yield. the so-called "PPD value'. ' 

There are three thermal classes. two air quality classes. and 
two noise le\'el classes. Each thermal class and each air quality 
class is composed of a number of indoor climate factors, the values 
of which are given in Tables l and 2. The noise level classes are 
directly defined by the noise level values allowed (see Table 5). 

A PRACTICAL APPLICATION OF 
THE CLASSIFICATION SYSTEM 

The indoor climate is determined by thermal. air quality, and 
noise level classes. Within the 12 combinations possible (see Figure 
6), that which agrees most closely with the type of building, use, 
etc., is chosen for each individual object. 

A classified quality system of this kind has many effects on 
the practical work. The builder or the building owner must 
consider and specify which indoor climate quality he needs. 

He must choose J quality level before the projecting or desigr 
q:ige. 

The functions of the building, its vemilation. Jnd other fac. 
tors 11 ill be better adapted to individual needs insce:.id of follow. 
ing J rigid standard that is taken for granted in ewry cJse. 

The choice of quality level is documented. lf the buildin 2 
owner has chosen a lower quality than is j us ti fied. that is docu~ 
menced. and the information is presen·ed for the lite of th~ 
building. 

The consulting engineers are given clear specifications ot 
demands to follow and use as a basis for the choice of technical 
solutions that meet the quality demands in the best possible way. 

C..\.LCULATIOi'i OF AIRFLOW 
WITH REGARD TO EMISSIONS 

In order to create an air quality in accordance with air qual
ity classes AQ! and . .\Q2, the major indoor pollution sources must 
be idemified and their source strength determined lcalculated). 
The correct airflow should be determined on the basis of the 
generated quantity of pollution-the so-called "source control 
principle:' Major pollution sources are people (emitting carbon 
dioxide), building materials and surface materials (emitting 
VOCs), and office equipment. 

Up to now, the necessary airflow has been calculated only 
with regard to people (carbon dioxide) as a source of pollution. 

TABLE 1 Thermal Qualily-Acceptable Values of Different Factors in Various Quality Classes 

The table indicates values for the normal case. 

Factor value in quality class 

Item Indoor climate factor TQl TQ2 TQ3 TQX 

1* Operating temperature (to) As 
1.1 Wimer mode specified 

highest value °C 23 24 26 
optimum value °C 22 22 22 
lowest value 'C 21 20 18 

1.2 Summer mode As 
highest value JC 25.5 26 27 specified 
optimum value °C 24.5 24.5 24.5 
lowest value JC 23.5 23 22 

2* Air velocity within the I As 
occupation zone specified 
winter mode mis 0.15 I 0.15 I 0.15 (0.25) 
summer mode mis 0.20 

I 
0.25 l 0.40 

I 

3* Vertical temperature I As 
difference, summer/ 2.5 3.5 

I 

4.5 specified 
winter mode °C I 

I 
4* Radiant temperature As 

as~·mmetry I specified 
: to warm ceiling JK .i l 5 7 
I to cold wall (window) °K 8 I IO 12 

I I I 
"This table does not corer rite zuidelines completef.1· and on/.' ~ires in>tance1· o) !row indoor cirmatelactnrs 'urr het1rffn classes. 
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TABLE! Indoor Air Qualily-.\cceptable u'els or Pollulanls in Indoor :\ir or Dirferenl Air Qualily Classes 

' 
I Maximum permissible 

-. quantity mg/ mJ in class 

I Item I Pollutant AQl AQ2 I AQX 

1 ! Carbon monoxide, total I 
' ' MY 0.5 h 60 60 As 

I MV8h 6 6 specified 

-from tobacco smoke As 
MVlh 2 5 specified 

2 Carbon dioxide MVlh 1000 1800 As 
(in ppm•) 600 1000 specified 

3 Ozone MYlh 0.05 0.07 As 
specified 

4 Nitrogen dioxides 
MYlh 0.11 0.11 As 
MY 2-1 h 0.08 0.08 specified 

5 Volatile organic compounds (YOC) 
-total MY 0.5 h 0.2 0.5 As 
-formaldehyde MY 0.5 h 0.05 0.1 specified 

6 Particles from tobacco smoke, 
inhalable MY!h 0.1 0.15 As 

specified 

-This table does not cover the guidelines completely and only gives instances of how indoor climate/actors 
vary between classes. 

Air Quality classes 

i 

N oi.se level classes 

AQ2 

AQl TQl TQ2 TQ3 Thermal qucli ty cla.s~s 

Figure I Possible comiJina1ions of indoor climare classes 
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Now, that is an un:i..:-:cprabk simplification. Emissions from 
building materials or"tc!n prove robe more serious. 

The indoor climate guidelines therefore indicate new methods 
for calculating the airflow, taking into account pollution both 
from people and from building and surface materials. These 
methods rest on building materials being divided into three differ
ent emission classes, deiined by emissions under operation (low, 
medium. and high emissions). 

The calculation ha · been simplified to a diagram. indicating 
the necessary ai rflow as a function of the percentage of medium 
or high emission materials prevailing and the person load (num
ber of persons per square merer oi noor surface) (see Figure 7). 

These new calculacion mechods give considerably higher air
nows than has been customarv . .-\n airtlow of 0.7 10 1.0-l/ s m2 

(1.-1 co 2,0 cfm/ft 2) proves suffi~ient only if low-emission material 
is used. When high-emission macerial is used. 5 co lO times that 
figure is required. 

Airflows of that magnicude are unrealistic. For that reason, 
the use of high-emission building materials muse be limited if an 
air qualicy in accordance wich the Scanvac guidelines is to be 

obtained. By demon tracing the results of the use of high-emis
building materials. the guiddines indicate a method for ch00• 

suitable materials with regard to Lhe indoor climate. in other \W 

to limil emissions from building mali:!rials. 

COOPERATION 
The quality ot' the indoor climate is c;:scablished by a comp 

interrelationship between factors of building cechnique, venc: 
lion 1echnique. and c!:<ternal environmem loads. This requi 
cooperation becween many different professional groups. 

AN ECONOMIC ESTIMATE OF THE INDOOR CLIMAT 
The guidelines open a possibili1y of estimating che quality 

the indoor climate in economic t.erms on a sta1iscical basis. r 
PPD values for each class are then used co calculme the over:. 
coses for bad indoor climate in a building with respect co dissa 
isfaction. health problems, and lower productivity. Such calc1 
Jacions had been made in the Scandinavian work . They indica. 
that bad indoor climate has a big price tag. Indeed, ic is not tr 
mission oi chis paper to discuss that issue. 

TABLE 3 Noise Level-Acceplable Values for Continuous Noise Levels in Different Quality Classes 

Highest level in class 

Item Factor NQI NQ2 NQX 

l Sound pressure level dBA As 
specified 

la -dwelling room - 30 As 
-bedroom - 30 specified 
-kitchen - 35 
-bathroom - 40 
-WC - 40 

lb -office premises - 30 As 
-conference premises - 35 specified 

The percenrage of dissa11sjied people those classes will produce, statistically seen, is given in Tables 4 and 5. Jn the thermal classes, 
the percentage of dissausjied varies between /0'11o and 20"'o. In the air quality classes, the values vary between 1'1/o and 50'1/o depending 
on which factor is regarded. 

rABLE 4 Thermal Comfort (TQJ-Percentage of Dissatisfied for Different Quality Classes and Indoor Climate Factors 

I 
Quality class 

Item Indoor climate factor TQI* TQ2 I TQ3 TQX Notes 

I I Operative temperature <lOOJo lOOJo I 20070 As 

I specified 

2 I Air velocity lOOJo lOOJo 200Jo As 
l specified 

l I 

3 Vertical temperature <10070 lOOJo 200Jo As 
difference specified 

' 
4 Radiant temperature <10010 IOOJo 2007o As 

i I 
pecified asymmetry I I 

5 Floor temperacure 

I 
<J001o 

I 
10% I 20111o 

I 
.-\s 

i I specified ! 
'This class requ1rqs 1ndi1·1duai C{)ncrol of temperature and air)lnw. 
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TABLE 5 Indoor Air Quality ( IAQ)-frequenc)· Values for Different Qua lit)· Classes and Indoor Climate Factors 

I 

-
Quality class 

I I Item Indoor climate factor AQl AQ2 I AQX ."lotes 
I 

I As determined by - - As 
toxicological assessment speciiied 

2 Adverse reaction O-lll7o 51l,7o As 
specified 

3 Mucous membrane 0-l fl!o !Oll7o As 
irritation specified 

4 Dissatisfaction with IOOJo 201l7o As 
subjective air quality specified 

5 Odor detection as first 10% 50% As 
impression specified 

Air flow rate, q/ A The material emissior• ,.-!asses~-.:, c;.il/cd 
MEC according to thrf?ilowin!: 

------ ---------

0,5 1,0 

MEC·A: low emitii;ig material 
(0,04 mg !h rrr) 
M EC·B: medium e11:illi11g :m;teria/ 
(0,J mg!h nr) 
MEC-C: high cmi1ti::g 1111.11.;r;.1J 
(0,4 mglh ml) 

.. AQ2, 11H Case 

______ .. 
------

1 :::; . ..... 2,0 

AQ2, L'vf Case 

m2 /m3 Area load f-7:.ctor S 

Figure 2 Hygiene airflow rate for n = 0.1 personlm2 and low/medium (LM) and medium/high (!vfH) emission categories in accordance 
with Standard Method II, 0% smokers 
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ASHRAE Standard 62-1989: 
Building Ecology 
by Voluntary Industry Consensus 
K.Y. Teichman, Ph.D. 

ABSTRACT 
fn 1989. the .-1 merican Society of Heating, Refrigerating, and 

rlir-Co11ditioni11g Engineers (ASHRAE) revised its ventilation 
standard, SHRAE 62-1989, Ventilation for Acceptable Indoor 
Ai r Quality. Th is voluntary industry consensus standard, subse
quently approved by the American National Standards lnstirure, 
will likely have a greater impact on the design (and, indirectly, 
operation and maintenance) of buildings than irs predecessors. 
This increased impact will not be the result of any significant 
departures from the requirements of previous versions of the stan
dard, but rather an increasing awareness of indoor air quality and 
its associated economic and legal ramifications. This paper briefly 
describes some of the significant feawres of ASH RAE Standard 
62 and the impacc it will have on both energy consumption and 
indoor air quality in buildings. 

"FOREWORD THINKING" 
To understand the requirements specified in Standard 62, one 

must first understand the format of most ASHRAE standards. 
The body of an ASHRAE standard includes the purpose, scope, 
definitions, procedures, and references necessary to comply with 
the requirements of the standard. Importantly, the foreword and 
any appendices to a standard are provided for informational pur
poses and do not comprise requirements for compliance. 
Appreciating these distinctions is essential to understanding Stan
dard 62. 

For example, the foreword to Standard 62 includes the follow
ing statement relating to the operation and maintenance of healthy 
buildings: 

" ... the conditions specified by this standard must be 
achieved during the operation of buildings as well as in the 
design of buildings if acceptable indoor air quality is to be 
achieved'.' 

Healthy buildings address both energy efficiency and 
environmental concerns (indoors and outdoors) throughout the 
life of the building (Levin and Teichman 1991). Therefore, the 
inclusion of the statement quoted above in the foreword to Stan
dard 62 (as opposed to the body of the standard) renders the 
achievement of acceptable indoor air quality a desired goal, not 
the result of solely complying with the standard's requirements . 

Similarly, some coments on the standard have questioned the 
removal of the distrinction between ventilation rate requirements 
for buildings where smoking is prohibited and buildings where it 

is allowed. (The 1981 version of the standard,. SHR.A E Standard 
62-1981, distinguished between these cwo bui lding types and 
required larger amounts of ventilation in buildings where smok
ing was permitted [ASHRAE 19811). To partially address this con
cern, the foreword to Standard 62-1989 states: 

" . .. wich respect co tobacco smoke and other contaminants, 
this Standard does not, and cannot, ensure the avoidance of 
all possible adverse health effects, but it reflects recognized 
consensus criteria and guidance:' 

Those favoring stricter control of tobacco smoking in buildings 
have argued that this statement should be included in the body of 
the standard (as opposed to the foreword) to give it greater 
prominence. 

"STANDARD FEATURES" 
Within the body of the standard, Standard 62 defines 

"acceptable indoor air quality" as: 

"air in which there are no known comaminams at harm fu l 
concentrat ions as determined by cognizant authorities and 
with which a substantial majori ty (80070 or more) of the 
people exposed do not express di ssat isfaction~ · 

There are several important features contained within this 
definition. Firsc. acceptable indoor ai r must meet two criteria- an 
objective, health-based criterion and a subjective odor/ irritation 
criterion. Second, with respect to the healt h- based component, 
ASH RAE relies on the determination of harm ful concentrations 
by cogniza nt authori ties. i.e., ochers whose primary responsibil
ity is public health. Finally, the 800Jo or more requirement in the 
subjective cri terion has been the subject of much dis ussion 
among those who favor increasing this value to address sensilive 
populat ions, chose who believe achieving 800/o satisfact ion is 
ambitious based in pan on surveys of occupant-reporred symp
toms, and those who propose di fferent lasses of acceptable 
indoor air qual ity with varying percentages of the population 
ex posed anticipated to express dissa·tisfaction. 

How does a designer achieve acceptable indoor air quality. 
Standard 62-1989 provides two alternative procedures for achiev
ing acceptable indoor air quality- the ventilation rate procedure 
and the indoor air quality (IAQ) brochure. 

In the vent ilation ra te procedure, acceptable air qual ity is 
achieved by pro iding vencilation air of ·pecified qualit y and 
quantity. It is important to tress that, al thoug h not a depart ure 
rrom ASH RAE Standard 62-1981. the quali ty and no1 Ju · t the 
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quo.miry or o.ir is spec:ified. For exampk. o.mong other require
ments. the outdoor air used for ventilo.tion must meet;:the Nationo.1 
. ..\mbiwt Air Quality Standards (NAAQS) set by the U.S. Em·iron
mental Protection Agency .. ..\!though t'requently neglected b\' 
many designers. the ventilation rate procedure explicitly prescribes 
the outdoor air quality acceptable for \'entilation and when out
door :iir treatment is necessary. 

In addition, the ventilation rate procedure lists ventilation 
rates for residential, commercial, institutional. vehicular, and 
industrial spaces. These ventilation rates. contained in Table 2 of 
the standard, are provided in cubic feet per minute (cfm)/person 
or cfrn. square foot (ft 2) for different applications. For example. 
in office spaces, 20 cfm/person is required. 

The ventilation rates listed have been chosen to control 
carbon dioxide (C02) and other contaminants with an adequate 
margin of safety and to account for health variations among 
people. varied activity levels, and a moderate amount of smoking. 
As such, the ventilation rates in Table 2 are derived from physio
logical considerations, subjective evaluations, and professional 
judgments. In addition, the values in Table 2 define the outdoor 
air requirements in the occupied zone for well-mixed conditions 
(ventilation effectiveness approaches IOOOJo ). 

Following the ventilation rate procedure, indoor air quality 
is considered acceptable if the required rares in Table 2 are provided 
for the occupied space except where unusual indoor contaminants 
or sources are present or anticipated. In these situations, these 
emissions are to be controlled at the source or the alternative 
indoor air quality procedure is to be followed. 

The indoor air quality procedure achieves acceptable air qual
ity by controlling known and specifiable contaminants . .-\s 
opposed to the ventilation rate procedure, the IAQ procedure pro
vides a direct solution to the control of indoor contaminants by 
restricting the concentration of all known contaminants of con
cern to specified acceptable levels. This procedure includes both 
a quantitative and a subjective evaluation. 

In the quantitative evaluation portion of the IAQ procedure. 
acceptable indoor contaminant levels are listed for the NAAQS. 
C0 2 , chlordane, ozone, and radon. Other porenrial contami
nants are discussed in Appendix C. This appendix provides stan
dards, guidelines, and levels of concern for common indoor 
contaminants from U.S., Canadian, and World Health Organi
zation sources, including information on asbestos, carbon mo
noxide. lead, nitrogen dioxide, chlordane, ozone, radon, sulfur 
dioxide. organics (including formaldehyde), particulate matter 
(including environmental tobacco smoke), water vapor, C02, and 
mineral fibers. However, since these guidelines are provided in an 
appendix, they are not requirements of the standard. 

The IAQ procedure also includes a subjective evaluation por
tion. In this procedure, the judgment of acceptability derives from 
subjective evaluations of impartial observers. Appendix C pro
vides one approach to meeting this requirement: air can be con
sidered acceptably free of annoying contaminants if 80D1o of a 
panel of 20 untrained observers deem the air to be not objection
able under representative conditions. 

POLLCTANT AND ENERGY IMPACTS 

How will the adoption of ASH RAE Standard 62-1989 into 
building codes likely change both guidelines for pollutant levels 
and energy consumption in buildings'! Relative to ASHRAE Stan
dard 62-1981. Standard 62-1989 changes the following pollutant 
guidelines. First of all. Standard 62-1989 removes the distinction 
betweeri buildings in which smoking is permitted and those in 
which it is prohibited. Second. the new standard retlects .::hanges 

in the NAAQS that h:J.\e occ:urred since the 1981 version of the 
. ..\SH RAE standard. namely ambient standards for carbon mon
O\ide, nitrogen oxides. and paniculate matter less than 10 microns 
in (aerodynamic) diameter. In addition, guidelines for specific pol
luto.nts identi tied in the i..\Q procedure portion of the standard are 
revised as follows: carbon dioxide is reduced from 2,500 pans per 
million (ppml to 1,000 ppm; radon is increased from 0.01 work
ing levels ( \\'L) w .i picoCuries per liter (approximately 0.02 WL); 
and the O.l ppm formaldehyde guideline is removed from the body 
of the standard and included among other guidelines provided in 
. ..\ppendix C. The nee effect of this lase change is to remove the pol
lutant guideline requirement for formaldehyde from the standard, 
since matter included in the appendices to ASHRAE srandards 
is provided for information only (see discussion above). 

Wirh respect to building energy requirements, ASHRAE 
Standard 62-1989 raises the minimum ventilation rate in buildings 
-:urrently specified in many building codes from 5 to 15 cfm per 
person (20 cim/ person in office spaces). What are the energy costs 
of providing this increased ventilation ro promote acceptable 
indoor air quality? 

Using building simulation, researchers at a national labora
tory have shown that the increased annual energy costs associated 
with increasing the minimum outside air ventilation race from 5 
ro 20 cfm/person is only about 50Jo of the total annual energy cost 
co operate a typical office building (Eto 1988). They also showed 
that the increase in first costs would be on this order. This permits 
cwo important conclusions. First, dramatic increases in ventilation 
do not result in correspondingly dramatic increases in total annual 
energy and initial construction costs. Second, buildings should be 
designed, constructed, commissioned, opera red, and maintained 
to optimize energy conservation and indoor air quality. 

The benefits of healthy buildings can also be viewed from the 
perspective of the trade-off between increased energy coses for 
ventilation and enhanced building occupant health and comfort. 
Assume that the total energy costs for an office building are 
S2/ft2 /year, the average employee salary is $20.000/year, and the 
building occupant density is 100 ft 2/person. With these assump
tions, an energy conservation measure that saves 250Jo of the build
ing's annual energy costs (i.e., S0.50/ft2/year) represents only 
about l minute per day or 5 hours per year of the building 
employee's time. Therefore, energy cost savings at the expense of 
acceptable indoor air quality are less than the resulting increased 
costs associated with reduced worker productivity and com
promised employee health. 

CONCLUSION 

In summary, ASHRAE Standard 62-1989 has already 
become an important contributing factor to the realization of 
improved indoor air quality in buildings. This is particularly true 
because the U.S. federal response to indoor air quality is non
regulacory, i.e., one of research and information dissemination. 
In addition che standard will likely have a greater impact on the 
design (and, indirectly, operation and maintenance) of buildings 
than ·its predecessors. Ironically, this increased impact will not be 
the result of any significant departures from the requirements of 
previous versions of 1he standard, but rather an increasing aware
ness of indoor ai r quality and [cs associated economic and legal 
rami rications. 

DISCLAIMER 

The opinions expressed in this paper arc those of che author 
and do not necessarily retlect those of the U.S. Environmental Pro
tection . .\gene::, nor is any official endorsement to be implied. 
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The Ergonom.ics of Healthy Buildings: 
Overcoming Barriers to Productivity 
D.P. Wyon 

ABSTRACT 
A healthy building must provide what each individual user 

of the building requires of it. As there are innumerable reasons for 
differenc users to have different requirements, and almost as manv 
reasons for a given user w have differenr requirements at d1ffe~
ent times, this implies rhat rhe user musr have a degree of conrrol 
over whar the healthy building provides/or him. Even imelligenr 
buildings cannor acr inrelligently unless they are given all relevant 
in/ormarion, and rhere is no way thar this can be done ocher than 
by involving rhe user. Imerindividual differences can be due to age, 
sex, skin/old Thickness, personality, physical handicap, allergy, or 
hypersensirivity. Differences between occasions for the same user 
can be due to clothing, acciviry, farigue, thermal history, recent 
exposure ro pollucanrs, or current state of health. No building con
rrol system, however computerized, has access ro any of chis infor
mation. The user is in possession of this information b111 is often 
poorly informed about the building. He often has no idea of how 
the building is supposed to work, 110 information about how well 
if is working, and no means of a/jeering the environment it pro
vides. Thus both the building and the user lack informarion that 
is potenrially crucial for the user's health. This is why mosr build
ings are not healthy buildings, and often present barriers co 
producrivicy. The soluiion lies in designing the building co provide 
channels for the"COmmunicarion identified above as being 11eces
sary for health; as the building cannoc be given the relevant infor
macion about each user, che user muse be given the relevanr 
information about the building. Healthy buildings must provide 
che user wilh insight, information, and influence. Accive steps 
musr be taken by the building operat0r to give users more insighc 
into t Ire possibilities and limirat ions of the building systems, more 
information about whar is happening (including ways of inspecr
ing the air imake of the building, ways of sampling the quality of 
rhe air at various points on its way through the airways of the 
building toward their own airways. and more influence, that is, 
more degrees of freedom to experiment unril they rhemselvesfind 
out how to remove barriers to health and produc1iviry). 

INTRODUCTION 
Imagine the following future scenario: research has led to the 

development of a "nutritional index" that takes account of the 
major parameters by which diet can be described-energy, pro
tein, carbohydrates, fiber, cholesterol, vitamins, trace elements. 
and even flavor and texture can be quantified as discrete dimen: 
sions-and an equation has been derived. based on the replies 
given by literally thousands of experimental subjects who 
experienced a wide variety of diets. and in each case were able 

to ask for "a liule more" or "a little less" until thev were unable 
to decide which they would prefer. The nutritional i~dex equation 
can predict wh:u proponion of a given group will be satisfied with 
a given diet. Under the well-controlled conditions of the experi
ment, no differences in preferred diet were found as a function of 
age, sex, race, cime of day, etc., although the activity level of the 
subjects and the clothing insulation they wore naturally had large 
effects. For any given combination of activi ty and clothing insu
lation, it is therefore possible, with the help of the equation, to 
define a range of diets that will satisfy, say, 80% of the popula
tion. It has been decided that in view of the imporrance of food 
conservation for the economy, rhe currently very large differences 
in food consumption between individuals and between families 
that are, for all intents and purposes, identical cannot be allowed 
to continue. Optimal food conservation can best be achieved by 
removing all individual choice and serving a diet with PPD 
(predicted percentage dissatisfied) equal to 200Jo. The various 
components or' the diet can be adjusted to use available raw 
materials while maintaining PPD = 200Jo for each combination 
of clothing and activity level applicable to a given consumer group. 
It has been suggested that in buildings where clothing and activi ty 
levels are known. the equation could be used co program food dis
pensers in each room. The "intelligent building" could then ensure 
an optimal diet for all while maximizing food conservation at 
all times. 

The above prescriptive approach is in fact already in opera
tion in buildings. This paper will argue that it is as ludicrously 
wrong for energy and thermal environment as it is for food and 
diet in the above analogy. 

BARRIERS 
The following barriers ro health, comfort, and productivity 

will be identified: 

1. User substitution by simple rules (USSR, for short) . 
2. The dictatorship of the group. 
3. Prescriptive standards. 
4. The 80a;o tolerance zone. 
5. "Intelligent buildings'.' 
6. The GIGO principle of computer science (garbage in, 

garbage out). 

USSR 
Even very sophisticated control apparatuses for energy use 

in buildings. for che ''optimization" of the thermal environment, 
must act on the basis of crude assumpt ion and models of group 
behavior that were incorporated at the des ign stage. To the extent 
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that chese are wrong or inadequate. energy use 11 ill always be 
suboptimal, ofien ~ausing unnecessar;~ discomfort, incon
venience, and reduced performance and even health tor individual 
occupants whose activities and requiremems differ from those 
assumed. Design-stage energy conservation can work well only if 
individual differences in behavior and in response to indoor 
di mate are small. Where they are large, as in the case of allergies 
or hypersensitivities, or where basic assumpiions are wrong, as in 
the case of people working late or on weekends. CSSR is a bar
rier w health, comfort, and productivity. 

Group vs. Individual 

The dictatorship of the group can have serious consequences 
for the individual, as in the operation of USSR. The "simple rules" 
are. of course, based on studies of group behavior and group 
requiremems. Demands for individualization are called "utopian" 
on the grounds that "information on individual requirements 
cannot be made available to building systems computers" and, in 
any case, "buildings cannot affect individual micro-climates 
unless each person has his or her own room. Thus. individuals 
must be treated as identical members of a group. Practical, 
non utopian solutions to these difficulties will be outlined below. 

Prescriptive Standards 

Prescriptive standards in the building field are often formu
lated as minimum standards, but have come to be used as target 
standards. In the absence of other quality guidelines. builders need 
only ensure that their product ''fulfills building standards" and 
can then proceed to compete in terms of price. The result is often 
that users have to contend with buildings that are designed to oper
ate at the minimum standard, with no margin to accommodate 
user requirements that sometimes or always would require a higher 
standard. Prescriptive standards should therefore also prescribe 
margins of individual adjustment, and a group optimum as well 
as a group minimum standard. 

80070 Tolerance Zones 

Mcintyre (1978) has estimated that thermal comfort re
sponses are as variable between occasions for the same person as 
they are between people. The fact that 80% of a group is predicted 
to be satisfied within a calculated range of conditions does not 
necessarily mean that most people will always be satisfied, the 
implication being that there is no satisfying some people. On the 
contrary, most people will at some time be dissatisfied with ihe 
800Jo tolerance zone. The factors leading to individual differences, 
and to individual variation, are set out below. 

Intelligent Buildings 

The current trend in so-called "intelligent" buildings is not 
toward better ways of accommodating individual differences, but 
in the opposite direction, toward the irrational, frustrating impo
sition of prescribed thermal environments administered by com
puters oblivious of our individual differences and beyond our 
control. 

The GIGO Principle 

Even if the simple rules that substitute for user ~ in the minds 
of intelligent buildings are correct, even if they were w be made 
so complicated that they were theoretically adequate, the input 
information would be based largely on assumptions about 
individual users. The GIGO principle states plausibl:; enough that 
if the data input to a computer is garbage, the output will also be 
garbage . 

.... ... 

INDIVIDUAL DIFFERE:"iCES 

Human requirements of the indoor en\'ironment di ffer 
because of age. gender. skin fold thickness, personalitv. ph\'sical 
disability, allergy, hypersensitivity, and habit. Interpersonal differ
ences in environmental effects on performance have been re\' iewed 
bv \\"von et al. ( 1982). The building systems computer knows noth
i~g f~r certain about these characteristics of its users. 

INDIVIDUAL VARIATION 

Individual requirements may differ between occasions for the 
same person because of clothing, activity, fatigue, recent thermal 
history, recem exposure to pollutants, and currem state of health 
and mood (e.g., frustration and hostility toward the building, and 
boredom or interest in the work to be performed). The building 
systems computer knows nothing of these factors. The applica
tion of simple rules to arrive at user requiremems will therefore 
often result in a mismatch between calculated and actual user 
requ irements. 

DECREASED PRODUCTIVITY 

Productivity is decreased by 100% in the case of death or 
absence from work. Both may be caused by accidental injury 
resulting from human error, the risk of which is increased under 
unsuitable working conditions. Sickness absence, due to building
related illness, and voluntary absence due to intense dislike of 
working conditions similarly lead to a 100% decrease in individual 
productivity. Long before an individual gets sick or stays home, 
productivity may be substantially reduced due to the sick build
ing syndrome (SBS), which includes such aspects as lethargy, 
fatigue, and headache, any one of which can lead to productivity 
decrements above 50070. Similarly, a preoccupation with staying 
well, safe, and comfortable despite a difference of opinion with 
the building systems computer can amount to a full-time secon
darv task that demands up to 50% of available effort, initiative, 
and ingenuity. Finally, decrements in performance in the region 
of 10% to 30070 can result from the distraction of thermal discom
fort, the lethargy and reduced motivation accompanying an 
environmentally induced state of low arousal, or the overarousal 
induced by certain other combinations of environmental factors, 
such as noise, heat, excessive illumination, or mucosa! irritants. 

MEASURES OF PRODUCTIVITY 

Experiments will eventually have to be performed to demon
strate the magnitude of indoor environmental effects upon pro
ductivity. This will require the use of measures of productivity. The 
recording of accidents and injuries is very time-consuming, and 
experiments using such measures come close to being unethical 
even if all of the experimental changes introduced are for the 
better. Why then were not such changes also introduced in the 
reference conditions? Studies of discomfort and of SBS are once 
removed from the expected decrease in productivity, although Raw 
et al. (1990) were able to derive a relationship between SBS symp
toms and self-estimates of productivity. Studies of sic kness 
absence due to SBS are valid to the extem that the diagnosis is cor
rect. and Preller et al. (1990) showed that this measure of produc
tivitv loss was decreased bv 3411Jo in offices where indi1·idual 
com~ol of the thermal clim~te was possible. Direct measures of 
performance, focusing on componem skills crucial to produc
tivitv are valid to the extem that kev activities can be identified. 
The~~ are numerous studies showi~g thermal effects on perfor
mance, summarized by Wyon (1986), though apparently none as 
yet using air quality parameters as the independent rnri ables. 
0 1'erall measures of producrivicv rend to be affected by <; o many 



extraneous factors that the effects of naturally occurring varia
tions in environmental conditions would be difficult to distin
guish. and the possibility that productivity realty would be 
decreased by experimentally introduced changes is a financial dis
incentive to allowing such direct field experiments to take place. 
For the present, therefore. sickness absence and measurement of 
.:omponent skills seem to be the only \'iable alternatives to sub
jective self-estimates of productivity, which are fatally !lawed in 
that they will always retlect users' own expectations of cause and 
effect. in addition to any actual causation. The removal of bar
riers to productivity must, in the meantime, proceed on a rational 
basis, pending a demonstration of the quantitative size of effects 
on productivity. 

OVERCOMING BARRIERS 

If the prescriptive group approach is unable to accommodate 
individual differences in human requirements of the indoor 
environment and gives rise to the six barriers to health, comfort, 
and productivity identified above, it must be replaced by another 
approach. It should be adequately clear from the above analysis 
that the building cannot be supplied with all the relevant informa
tion regarding individual differences, but the building and its 
systems will always be the effective determinant of individual 
microclimatic conditions. The user must therefore be given the 
relevant information about the building, especially about its 
possibilities and its limitations. A measure of control can then be 
delegated to the user. However, the user at present often has no 
idea even of how the building is supposed to work, no informa
tion on how well it is in fact working, and no influence on any 
aspect of its function, except, residually, the anarchic possibility 
of opening a window, which is often against the rules. Overcom
ing barriers to productivity therefore requires the building oper
ator to take active steps to provide the user with more insight, more 
information, and more influence. How this might be achieved is 
outlined in the following sections. 

Insight 

User insight into the building systems can be increased by 
means of an introductory course and the provision of a handbook. 
Vehicles are very similar to each other, but no one expects to be 
able to drive one without an introductory course or to buy one 
without a comprehensive handbook. Even VCRs come with bulky 
handbooks. Buildings are usually very different from each other, 
but handbooks and introductory courses are not usually provided 
for them, although they cost many times more than a vehicle or 
a VCR. Information on the building should also be displayed on 
bulletin boards, properly formulated for the lay user, showing 
perhaps the location of the airways of the building and the sam
pling ports referred to below. Cutaway models of the building, 
its air-handling system, and individual heating and ventilating 
devices would increase user insight into their possibilities and limi
tations. Visits to the plantroom and the air-intake site would simi
larly increase user insight. 

Information 

Users should have access at any time to a display of on-line 
information about the relevant aspects of building system oper
ation. including room temperacure. supply and exhaust temper
ature for the room. relative humidity, C02 ppm, liters per second 
of air supply. and fresh air proportion. The display could be in a 
lobby or corridor or available on any networked VDU. This 
feedback information is a pre-condition for any learning of the 
consequences of user influence, and is essential for user 
experimentation with available degrees of freedom. 

Users should always be able to inspect air ducts and the air 
in rake sire. Sampling pons should be proviued at \'arious points 
in the building and their location dearly marked on planes dis
pla\'ed on a bulletin board to enable users to sniff the air on its way 
through the airways of the building toward their own airways. 
.~llergics can have thresholds of sensitivity a million times lower 
than those of normal people and ..:an be relied upon to use these 
early-warning sources of information. They will voluntarily ful
fill the warning function of the miners' canary, and may then be 
viewed by building operators as an asset rather than as a liability. 
Users should also be informed of the design limits of each room, 
perhaps by means of a mandatory notice by the door, analogous 
to those in elevators. Users expect and respect notice of an eleva
tor's design limitations: they do not expect one to lift twelve peo
ple safely if it is rated for six. They might then cease to expect a 
room designed for "6 people or 600 wam" to ..:ope with 12 peo
ple and as many computers. It is understood that the elevator is 
guaranteed to lift the specified number of people. but the room 
specification should guarantee to maintain room temperature and 
CO: levels, at the very least, within stated ranges for the specified 
loading. Users could then use the on-line display to perform simple 
checks on building system function. The formulation of user
verifiable guarantees of this kind would open new channels of 
communication between building users and operators, whereas 
guarantees of the small-print variety would provide more work for 
lawyers than benefit for the user. 

Influence 

User influence is increased by the appointment of a user 
representative whose function is to be more infonned than the rest, 
and to enhance communication between building operator and 
users, in both directions. User representatives with this function 
are already in place at all Swedish places of work: they are known 
as "skyddsombud;' and are a kind of lay safety engineer. Users 
turn to them for practical help and information in all matters 
regarding safety, including thermal climate and indoor air qual
ity. Users should also have a list of telephone numbers so that they 
can report building faults and initiate maintenance, repair, and 
cleaning as and when it is required, instead of having to complain 
ineffectually until routine inspection also discovers the need. Users 
should have as much control over their microclimate as can rea
sonably be devised, and should know how to operate the controls. 
They should be able to inspect the nearest upstream filter, be able 
to check the pressure drop over it, and initiate a filter change if one 
is required; they are the people actually breathing the air. It should 
not be impossible to design filters that users themselves can change 
as required. Although this sounds impossible, users should also 
be able to add air inlets and outlets as required, and to move them 
around so as to furnish the room with air, thus avoiding drafts 
where they wish to work. They should similarly be able to install 
point exhaust, as in a factory, so that machines such as computers, 
copiers, and fax machines do not load the room system by con
tributing heat or air pollution. The air used by these machines to 

remove excess heat often smells of hot plastic and the fire 
retardants used to coat electronic components: it should not re
enter the room, but should be removed by a point exhaust duct, 
wherever it is situated in the room. Impossible in an office? Raised
tloor systems offer the possibility of siting air inlets and outlets 
freely and of installing point exhaust ducts discreetly connecting 
each machine to the tloor. Lsers should be able to requisition the 
appropriate inlet, outlet, and point exhaust devices and move 
floor-tile-mounted units around as they see fit. \Vorkstation 
HVAC, otherwise known as an en\'ironmentally responsive work
station (ER\\'), the ultimate in indi1·idual microclirnate control, 
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is '11so easier to install in combination with a raised-noor venti
lation system. 

INDIVIDUAL MICROCLIMATE CONTROL 

As soon as two people must share the same room. connicts 
arise that can be barriers to produtti \·ity. Whereas one person may 
be draft-sensitive, another may be alle rgi<.:. The former wants less 
fresh air. the latter wants more. One may frel cold, the ocher hot, 
for perfectly understandable reasons as sec out above. Even if the 
room has its own climatic system, it will be impossible to agree on 
the control settings. Other contliccs may exist even for one person: 
as warm air rises, it is difficult to keep a cool head without get
ting cold feet. That is, the thermal profile has the wrong slope. 
Workstation HVAC can address these problems. providing each 
user with additional sources of heat ing and cool ing power, 
arranged so as to correct the thermal profile experienced by the 
user, and to provide the option of additional fresh air delivered 
co the breathing zone. These options must be completely under 
user control, and so arranged that they neither affect the microcli
mate of any other user in the room nor the room climate itself to 
any extent. The room system is then relegated to a background 
function, which it can perform better. Workplace HVAC systems 
should shut down automatically when the user is absent. A sys
tem with these characteristics has been developed within the Swed
ish National Board of Public Building (Byggnadsstyrelsen, the 
Swedish GSA) and has been described by Wyon et al. (1991). 

CONCLUSION 

Barriers to productivity can be removed in healthy buildings 
by adopting a radical alternative strategy based on getting the user 
back into the system, rather than engineering him out. Arguments 

.iii 

for this approach were put fo rward by Wyon ( 1988), some of 
which. including the food analogy, have been repeated here. Prac
tical means exist today for implementing this strategy. The con
tinuatio n o l the presem prescriptive, group-based approach that 
ignores individual differences will result in many more sick build
ings and more barriers to productivity. 
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IAQ and Therm.al Coinfort 
in the Design of Healthy Buildings 
Facilicacor: J. \Voods 

Repurcer: 0 . Seppanen 

I. ls rhere a unUied srandard for !AQ venrilarion and rhermal 
comforr? · 

• There is insufficient information co develop such a standard. 
• \\"e should continue to develop individual standards. 
• \\'e should proceed with unified guidelines. 

2. Design and operational parameters vs. standards and codes. 

• Design and operation should be more for occupants. 
• Feedback is missing. 
• Buildings do not meet standards. 
• Values of design parameters for good IAQ and climate do not 

exist in codes. 
• Code makers should be encouraged to adopt ASHRAE 

standards. 

3. Does lowering the room remperature reduce rhe amounr of 
ourside airflow required for acceptable air quality? 

•No. 

4. Are ventilation rates seasonal? 
• There is seasonal variation in practice. 
• Requirements may also vary seasonally (emissions, humid

ity, temperature, outdoor air quality). 

Questions 5 and 6 were not addressed. 

: - . ~ . 
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Materials in the Design 
of Healthy Buildings 
Facilitator: J.R. Girman 

Reporter: J. White 

In this workshop we were asked ro answer six questions. The 
firsc of these was wherher natural materials are healthier chan syn
thetic ones and does ir ma Her whee her a material is nawral or syn
rhecic? 

The anS\\er was "not necessarily'.' To say that natural 
materials are healthier than synthetic materials may currently be 
a good marketing strategy but is also a sweeping statemeni that 
lacks foundation. Certain materials are viewed as healthier based 
upon past experience. but results from systematic testing are not 
available. !twas also poinced out that some natural products, e.g .. 
cedar. have strong emissions that create problems for some 
ind ividuals. More information on emissions and health effects 
would be needed to support the notion that natural materials are 
healthier. lndi\·iduals with MCS would especially benefit from 
su<!h knowledge. 

Two additional research quesrions emerged during this por
tion of the workshop: 

1. Is sorption different for natural and synthetic materials? Only 
limited information was available. It is known that wool is a 
stronger sink for some pesticides than many synthetic fabrics 
and that it also absorbs more water, which may enhance the 
growth of microbials. 

2. Are emissions from natural and synthetic materials that are 
used for the same purpose significantly different and, if so, do 
chese differences affect health? 

Our second question was, "ls emission testing useful for the 
design of healthy buildings?" 

It was generally, but noc universally, agreed that emission test
ing serves a use tu I purpose. However, there were questions about 
how this can be achieved and what is the state of the art. There 
were concerns as to whether chamber data could be reliably 
extended to larger, more complex indoor environments. Some 
wondered if single-material teStS could represent emissions when 
materials were combined into assemblies or systems and. if so, how 
that could be done. l twas ·uggested lhat whole assemblies should 
also be tested. 

A question emerged as to what result should be reported From 
emission testing-TVOC or selected, individual chemical species. 
There was concern that use of TVOC ·ould conceal important 
information. such as the presence of a carcinogen, which could 
cert ainly affect material ·election. De1ailed knowledge of 
indi> idual chemi(a l pecies i. necessary t"or assessment of pot en-

tial health effects. However. there was also recognition that test
ing for TVOC was relalively inexpensi\e, would allow for more 
materials to be tested. and could be appropriate for some compar
isons of materials in the same category. For many materials, speci
ation of emissions would be moot since health effects data are 
lacking. 

In fact, the most prevalent concern was about the lack of 
health effects data. There is a clear need to link emissions testing 
with biological responses so that an architect or designer can 
specify a healthier material because its use would produce a lower 
concentration of a particular compound and, therefore. reduce the 
probability of occurrence of a specific health effect. 

"How can emissions tesrs be presented to designers and con
sumers?" 

The preferred method appears to be reporting the concentra
tion of a specific chemical or mixture and an associated health 
effect. 

To address concerns about whether small chamber emission 
rates are appropriate to whole-house scenarios, it was stated that 
the linkage was well established. However, it was noted that it is 
crucial that the chamber studies be done correctly (that is, dynam
ically). Furthermore, successful extrapolation of the data to a 
specific environment requires detailed knowledge of the environ
ment (that is, volume, air change rate, airflow characteristics. 
presence of sinks, etc.). Knowledge of the time history \\as empha
sized since many sources vary over time. 

The question of the applicability of TVOC emerged again but 
with no further resolution. 

Howe\·er, an important question was asked: Who should be 
responsible for testing materials-government or industry? The 
response was mixed. :Vlost believed that the government should 
take the lead in developing standardized methods. Some par
ticipants believed that government should also take the lead in the 
testing as well, either by an active program of testing or by requir
ing testing by other parties. It was pointed out that the latter was 
currently a component of the indoor air bill in the U.S. House of 
Representatives and would apply to GSA specifications. It was 
believed that this would lead others to do the same. Suppliers of 
products were urged to request information from manufacturers. 

With respect to industry testing (i.e., by manufacturers), it was 
pointed our that, to an unknO\\ n extent, many in indUStr\' already 
conduct emissions testing on their own and competitors' products. 
HO\\e\er. because of concerns about liability and maintaining a 



..:om pet t[i 1 e Jd1 Jll(Jgc. [ilL'Y Jo not rc:kasc the dJta. Tile co111:t:rn 
for c0111petiti1·e ad1antage ~irguc:~ r'or one lll. tl\ll po~.1ibk 
approa..:hes. Either a k:1d playing fielJ r'or Jll manufacturers must 
be pro1 ided so that there is comparJblc information for use by 
..:onsumers ~ind designers. or m:mufacrurers need to utiiizc rhe 
indoor :iir issue as a me:rns to gain a i.:omperitiH: ad1Jmage in the 
marketplace.\\ irll res[1ei.:r ro liabilit1·. ir 11·as pointed our that 
manut°Jc:urers ha1e the oblig::nion ro produce healihy products 
Jnd thJt. it' legal :i.ction is brought :i.gainsi :i. m:rnufaciurer. all 
rei.:ords. rei.:hnicaJ as 11ell as anecdoral repons of adl'erse health 
effects frL1rn complainants, would be subpoenaed. resulting in dis
closure. 

Finaily. ir 11as suggested that perhaps all maierials daca could 
be presenred in rerms of odor acceprabiliry. lt 11as noted that 
designing occupancy schedules of ne1r buildings on the basis of 
0dor has been done successfully. lt was argued thar the end poinr 
is distinct-either it smells unpleasant or it does not. Howe1er; 
some parri.:ipants observed that odor is only one aspect of human 
response. 

\\'e 11ere asked, "ls low-emiuing material healthy?" 
Clearly, whar makes one material healthier than another is 

the human response. Therefore, low-emirting material must be 
incerpreced in terms of an undesirabl.e health end point. TVOC 
may not be the best measu re of this. It was suggested that TVOC 
data must be well qualified and used onl. ro compare emissions 
from similar materials. In this use. substantial differences in 
TVOC could be interpreted as having a potential difference in 
effect. 

Bul is low-emitting material healthy? There was no real 
answer. [ r depends on what is being emirted. This argues for chem
ical speciarion in emissions data to provide a firmer linkage wirh 

~I 

hc:.iltll clk..:1'. ln the :.ib~t:nc..: ot h.:alth ctlcu' data src<.:it'ic ro the 
i11Ji1 idual \·oc~ cmirrcJ anJ at th.: ~1pprorriarc con<.:enrr:.irio11s. 
T\'OC rna~ pre'' idc additional i11l.LHlll:Hion 011 one L"Onsidcr~uion 
thar can he u~eJ to )eki.:r products. 

''..Jre peopii: 11·illin'.! ro par ![Jr io1ver-e111i11i11'.! 111aterials?" 
Ther.c 11J~ not a ~rrong r.cspo1be ro this question. lr was 

argueJ that if ~uurcc control. as it relates to odors. was presented 
to :.l user in term · l)f the ·ost arings ~11.:crued through lower ven
tilation requm:m.:nrs. the u .:r world be more willing to pay for 
lower~emimng macerials. It was pointed our thar individuals with 
:VlCS already pay for lower-emitting materials to presern~ lheir 
health. :\ key point here. hmm·er. is in identifying who pays 1·ersus 
11 ho accrues rhe benefit. This can be :i major obstacle. For exam
ple. a building owner musr be conrinad that it is profitable for 
him before he 11 ill agree ro the use o ta lower-emitting but more 
cosrly material. 

This issue \\'as not resolved. [t could well be that lower
emircing materials are beyond the reach of some users. On rhe 
other hand, some materials could be produced as low emitters at 
lirtle additional cost, if manufacturers were convinced there was 
a market for chem. 

Our final question was "should ASH RAE standards, espe
cially the ventilation standard, address contaminant source con
trols in more detail than in the current Standard 62-1989?" 

There were very few comments on this issue and, perhaps, lit
tle consensus. The standard appears ro be amenable to such an 
inclusion and already has discussion on biological contamination. 
However, except in the case of materials used for construction of 
the ventilation system, rhere did nor appear to be much support 
for modifying Standard 62-IY89 to address contaminant source 
controls. 



Designing Healthy 
Energy-Efficient Buildings 
Facilitator: D. Grimsrud 
Commenters: J. Ventresca 

T. Lindvall 
Reporter: A. Persily 

The facilitator began this workshop with the basic question 
of 1 hether energy-efficient building design and good indoor air 
quality are compatible. He pointed out chat conventional wisdom 
and popular perception, even among some expercs in both fields, 
are that energy-efficient building design and good indoor air qual
ity are not compatible. The workshop participants quickly 
responded that chis viewpoint was an oversimplification and was 
simply not true. Referring to Harry Gordon's talk earlier in the 
morning and Et o's scudy of the additional energy costs of increas
ing ventilacion rates, it was noted that while these increased costs 
are always large, they are real. The extra cost may or may not be 
large, depending on the building type, its occupancy characteris
tics, climate, and building systems. and one's perspective. But even 
when the energy cost increases are significant, it was pointed out 
that there are numerous opportunities to offset these increases 
through design scrategies such as daylighting, controls, and 
improved equipment efficiencies. 

Some of the confusion arises when energy efficiency is 
erroneously equated with closing the outdoor air intake dampers. 
Such an action is obviously detrimental co indoor air quality, and 
it was pointed out char it may not save as much energy as one might 
amicipate due co increased envelope infiltration races when 
dampers are closed. Regarding indoor air quality, it was pointed 
out thac outdoor air intake races are just one factor affecting 
indoor air quality. There are many other important factors co con
sider, such as source strengths and thermal com fore parameters, 
which in many cases are more important than ventilation rates. 

The discussion of the compatibility of energy efficiency and 
good indoor air qualily can be summarized by two important 
questions: 

How important are outdoor air intake rates to indoor air 
quality and the perception of the indoor environment? 

How important are outdoor air intake rates to energy con
sumpcion? 

Outdoor air intake rates are important ro both, but are not 
the most important factor in either case. For example, occupant 
perceptions seem to be more closely related ro indoor temperature 
and humidity than rhe per person rate of outdoor air intake. 

The discussion of energy efficiency and air quality quickly 
focused on other issues. It was pointed out thac designing for 
energy and air quality is only pan of the story. The important 
issues of operation and maintenance remain, and shortcomings 
in these areas were repeatedly cited as key reasons for both poor 
air quality and excessive energy costs. There are many good 
designs and technologies that are not being used properly due to 
bad operation and maimenance. There is a need to improve the 
capabilities of users (operators) through training in these technol
ogies and in the specific approaches being employed in the build
ings they are operating. There is also a need to educate owners and 
managers that improved operation and maLntenance save money 
through decreased operating coses, lower liability, and improved 
comfort and productivity. By improving operation and main
tenance, one can save energy, increase the outdoor air intake rate 
if necessary, and improye air quality and overall occupant satis
faction with the indoor environment. 

One of the questions posed at the workshop was how outdoor 
air pollution affects the healthiness of energy-efficient buildings. 
Outdoor air quality is obviously an important issue, but it is not 
exclusive to energy-efficient buildings. It was pointed out chat tech
nology exists co clean outdoor air, and that indoor air quality will 
be degraded when outdoor air intake races are increased when the 
outdoor air quality is poor. Cases in wh.ich indoor air quality com
plaints increase during the spring and fall, when economizer cycles 
are in effect, may be caused by the increased outdoor air intake 
rates wh.en outdoor air quality is poor. On tile other hand, these 
complaints may be due co temperature control problems. partic
ularly those associated with low perimeter loads during these same 
seasons. The poor quality of outdoor air was discussed in more 
general terms as reflecting larger societal problems associated with 
transponation and development. 

Thomas Lindvall made a very interesting point during the 
workshop when he stated that the energy savings realized in newer 
buildings may need to be used in older buildings to improve their 
environments. This may result in no net change in the energy use 
in the building sector. and he pointed out that this uggestion i 
often noc a popular one. 
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Measures to Achieve Good IAQ 
in Occupied Buildings during 
Construction and Renovation 
Facilitator: E.L. Besch 
Commenters: J. Tiffany 

E. Light 

Reporter: S. Rose 

Issue No. 1: How should construction/renovation activities be 
conducted in the occupied building (i.e., to maintain morale, 
productivity)? 
I. Identify a project leader. 
2. Conduct an inventory prior to initiation of work to determine 

what will be removed and what will stay in place (e.g., hazards, 
odor, noise). 
a. Is HVAC isolated to renovation space or not? 
b. Can dust from renovated areas be spread to nonrenovated 

areas? 
c. It is important to know which substances can potentially 

be spread. 
(1) Develop premodeling (i.e., baseline) information. 
(2) Identify components that may be disturbed. 
(3) At the conclusion of renovation, compare actual noise, 

odor, etc., with baseline values. 
(4) Project leader should possess knowledge of pertinent 

regulations, codes, and guidelines. 
3. Inform occupants if potential risk exists; be prepared to move 

occupants to other areas; time work for unoccupied hours. 
4. The best approach is to minimize all risk to employees through

out the renovation process. 
5. Carry out all activities in a responsible and legally aware 

fashion. 
6. Maintain direct, clear, open, and regular-including written

communications (concerning disruptions, noise, odor) with 
employees, occupants, unions, etc. 

7. Develop timely responses to occupant complaints. 
8. Always be proactive. 

Issue No. 2: How can disruptions and loss of productivit_v be 
minimized for all parties? 
1. Develop actions on a case-by-case basis (e.g., occupied hours 

can be.rescheduled only in some places). 
2. Planning and communications are important. 

a. !demit\· a project leader early. 
b. Utilize a permit system. 
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(l) Limit access to ceilings; remove occupants below. 
(2) Know and approve welding activities in advance. 
(3) Establish and maintain good coordination between all 

parties (e.g., workers, occupants). 
3. Maintain credibility through good planning and communi

cation. 
4. Do not be a firefighter-this approach does not work. Plan

ning and teamwork do work. 
5. Maintain clear, direct, open, and regular-including written

communications with employees, occupants, unions, etc. 
6. If possible, alter employee hours on a case-by-case basis but 

prevent disruptions to support services. 
7. Monitor progress of renovation to ensure no "surprises" are 

occurring; monitor what is being added to renovated spaces. 
8. Do not move occupants to unacceptable temporary quarters. 

Issue No. 4 (includes Issue No. 3): How does one ensure that the 
building functions as designed? 

1. Develop a quality assurance plan that can be validated at the 
end of the renovation. 
a. Design must match intended occupancy. 
b. Identify and test new products prior to introduction. 
c. Follow protocol; no shoncuts. 

2. Utilize second party involvement; this may contribute to 
problem identification and resolution. 
a. Develop (architect) list of IAQ expectations. 
b. Validate (second party) that the list of expectations is ful

filled. 
c. Retest after completion. 

3. Ensure chat primary and secondary parties (e.g., architect, 
engineer, industrial hygienist) are team players. -

4. Require and perform an annual checkup. 
a. Utilize team (i.e., architect, engineer, industrial hygienist) 

approach. 
b. Utilize summer-winter rotation for validation measures. 

5. Ensure an ongoing, effective preventive maintenance program. 
6. Maintain good communications between all parties. 
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Construction and Renovation 
during Partial Occupancy 
Facilitator: P. Morey 

Panelists: H. Eisenstein 
J.R. Girman 
H. Levin 
J.E. Woods, Jr. 

Reporter: P. Morey, 
notes transcribed by H. Levin 

Consensus was reached on the following: 
Acceptable IAQ can be maimained during build-out in a new 

building or during renovation in an old building primarily by iso
lation of the construction-renovation zone from the occupied 
spaces. Many of the cechniques used in the asbestos abatement 
industry can and should be applied to isolate dusts and VOC emit
ted during construction/ renovation. Special actions that should 
be used to control air contaminants associated with construc
tion/ renovation include: 
• Isolate HVAC of construction zone from all occupied spaces. 
• Isolate construction zone from all occupied spaces by physical 

barriers (i.e., polyethylene sheeting). 
• Exhaust air from construction zone to outdoor air via fans in 

windows or other building openings. Negative pressurization of 
construction zone must be demonstrated by manometers in 
physical barrier or Other measuring devices. Exhaust fans must 
have sorbents for voes and fabric filters for particulate matter. 

• Verification that construction contaminants do not enter 
occupied spaces can be demonstrated by compliance testing for 
TVOCs and airborne particulate. 

• The HVAC must be recommissioned for all affected zones after 
construction is complete. 

• Personal protective equipment (e.g., respirators) may be neces
sary to protect workers in construction zones. 

• Excellent communication of actions being taken by the build
ing operator to protect occupants from airborne construction 
contaminants is essential. 

• Construction workers must be trained with regard to action 
needed to prevent contaminants from entering occupied spaces. 

Any action to remediate possible airborne construction 
contaminants at their source is always beneficial in proactively 

5.l 

preventing IAQ problems. For example, the use of sealanrs and 
adhesives that emit lesser amounts of VOCs is advised. Sealanrs 
and adhesives used in construction work should be chosen based 
on the absence of irritating/malodorous chemicals among their 
ingredients. 

The presence of an HVAC economizer adds flexibility to en
able the building operator to control voe construction emissions 
through dilution ventilation. 

Practitioners are now on notice thac the current standard of 
care requires that building occupants be protected from renova
tion/construccion air contaminants tluough source isolation 
(steps noced above and source substitution. 

Consensus was not reached 
on the following discussion items: 

More discussion and work are needed co decide if large cen
tral air-handling units (supplying air to many floors at the same 
time) are more desirable than small air-handling units (distribuced 
system), each suppl yi ng air to only one t1oor or a portion oi a 
floor. Thus, large units chac should be more easilv maintained can
not be easily operated in a building so as to is~late. and restrict 
VOCs to the conmuction floor. Some discussion ensued on the 
use of a fire/smoke control system in large buildings co positively 
pressurize occupied floors from construction floors. The use of 
distributed air-handling units on each floor. while in theorv 
perhaps the best apgroach for isolating air in various parts of t h~ 
building, suffers from the absence of preventive maintenance com
monly given to small units. Poor IAQ is almost always associated 
with inadequate maintenance. 

Human perception of odors and the visual occurrence of set
tled construction dusts in occupied spaces can be used as simple 
tools to monitor acceptable IAQ. 
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Source Assessm.ent 
Facilitacors: D. Moschandreas 

H. Levin 

Reporter: H. Levin 

Dr. Yloschandreas began by summarizing lhe progress made 
since lhe 1988 Healthy Buildings conference in Swckholm. Dr. B. 
Tichenor of the U.S. EPA said we had de\'eloped standard 
merhods for emissions measurements in small chambers (EPA 
Guide, ASTM Standard); we have conducted information dissemi
nation. He suggested that we should discuss sinks as well as 
primary sources; everything absorbs and re-emits, he said. 

Define Acceptable Materials 
Dr. P. Wolkoff of Denmark said it is hard to identify "accept

able" materials. We must go beyond measurement of emissions; 
we have to find out which voes are important, which ones cause 
the effects of concern to us. The Danes have used multi-phased 
testing including the mouse bioassay for irritation, odor panels, 
chemical emissions testing and evaluation, and observable changes 
in the human subject's eye (tear film quality). This panel of tests 
provides more useful information than the sum of the individual 
test results. 

Dr. Moschandreas suggested that we will never find a perfect 
material or combination of materials because of additive and syn
ergistic effects among their emissions. An architect said that build
ing type and use dominate the decision-making process. Building 
use is what drives the decision on material selection. He asked: 
How will sources have their VOC content reduced? 

Source Control vs. Ventilation 
Regarding the issue of source control vs. ventilation, there are 

rwo basic phases or modes: (!)the initial emissions during con
struction, when one must maximize ventilation to avoid loading 
up the sinks with emissions from wet materials. and (2) the long
lerm emissions from dry and "dried" products when ventilation 
is used in combination with sinks. 

Dr. Tichenor said that the wet sources are "huge'!._one can
not provide enough ventilation to control them. Therefore, source 
control must be used. He suggested management of the occur
rence of maximum concentrations in an acceptable (occupied or 
vacant) time period with the use of ventilation for faster removal 
so the voes cannot go to sinks. 

A ventilation engineer said we are leaning toward ventilation 
as rhe control option of choice. Local exhaust as a method of con
trol should also include isolation of the source whenever practi
cal. It was suggested that source control can best be accomplished 
by designers, specifiers, and building owners applying pressure to 
lhe manufacturers of the producls they purchase. 
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Initial installalion procedures are important features of 
source control; guidelines and standards should be available for 
various product types and specific products. One participant sug
gested that we need a different approach to contaminant control. 
Building materials all decay over time, but office machines, appli
ances, consumer products, etc., are continually generating con
taminants throughout their useful lives. 

Isolation as a form of control differs for gases and physical 
contaminants. For example, moisture is another contaminant that 
needs to be controlled, but its control is different from control of 
voes or of particulate matter. 

Maintenance is important; there is a need to learn how to bet
ter control dust in carpets and on other soft (fleecy) surfaces. 

HVAC Systems as Sources 
Ventilation systems themselves, including their filter, sound 

absorbers, and insulation, can be a source and a sink. Man-made 
mineral fiber is a dust collector. 

Source Testing 
Source testing has occurred, but there are few published 

reportS. One participant as-ked, "Why aren't there more published 
data?" There is a need to get the results of source testing into the 
hands of those who make the decisions in buildings. 

A scientist with a major materials manufacturer stated that 
most manufacturers know what is coming out of their products; 
they use the information as a development tool. But testing is an 
evolving technology; it is expensive and time-consuming. Not 
many commercial laboratories can do it, but as time passes, more 
of it will happen. 

Dr. Tichenor said that the cost of testing is related to the num
ber of samples that must be analyzed. Through comprehensive 
testing, we can reduce the number of samples required and, there
fore, the cost of testing. Analytical costs are huge, and other forms 
of testing, such as the mouse bioassay, are not cheap either. 

Dr. Wolkoff asked, "What do you want to measure?" That, 
he said, is the critical question. Unless you know what you are try
ing to learn, you cannot answer that question. He also suggested 
that we consider how well each of the available test methods per
forms in terms of what it attempts to measure. 

One of lhe architects said it is difficult for the practicing 
architect or engineer to take something home from this kind of dis
cussion and use it in his/her practice. 
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Important Sources lo Control 

Discussion was focused on where voes come from in build
ings. Janitorial activities were identified as an iinportant source. 
Wet products are quite different from dry ones'in terms of their 
emission profiles. 

The following sources were identified as important by vari
ous participants: 

• Wet or high-solvent-content products. 
• Aerosol produces. 
• Magazines and newspapers. 
• Porous insulations. 
• Humidifiers; voe from corrosion inhibitors. 

The following specific types of products were named as impor
tant sources: 

• Cosmetics. 
• Toiletries. 
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• Filters for air cleaning. 
• Occupants. 
• Dust on carpets and open shelves, ducts, and filters. 
• Oils in fans. 
• Dust as a sink and a secondary source for volatile, especially 

semi-volatile, compounds. 
• Auto c::xhaust. 

Finally, the workshop participants ranked source categories in 
order of importance as follows: 

I. Building operations: housekeeping and maintenance activities 
and products. 

2. HVAC system components. 

3. Refinishing and refurnishing operations within occupied 
buildings. 

4. Dirt, debris, and moisture (primary or contribucing sources). 
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PerfoIInance Guidelines for Controlling 
Indoor Air Quality by Ventilation 
Facilitators: E. ~layer. CIB Indoor Climare Working Group 

J. Talbott, U.S. Department of Energy 
K. Teichman, U.S. Environmencal Protection Agency 
G. Yuill. Pennsylvania State University 

Two concurrent workshops were held on the topic of "Per
formance Guidelines for Controlling Indoor Air Quality by Ven
tilation;' and both workshops addressed the same questions 
(identified below). This report summarizes the opinions expressed 
in both workshops in response to these questions and also includes 
"along the way" comments, which greatly enriched these sessions. 

011esrion 1: To what extent are existing ventilation standards or 
guidelines being used in building design? 

Workshop participants agreed that ventilation standards are 
receiving increasing attention, especially when they are incorpo
rated into building codes. However, it was duly noted that new ven
ci lation standards can set the "standard of care" for building 
design (and operation in California), even if they are not part of 
che appropriate building code. 

Designers appear to be using only portions of ventilation 
standards. For example, most designers do not address outside air 
quality considerations, even though this requirement is not new. 
Similarly, participants felc that many building designs do not give 
proper attention to ensuring ventilation air is supplied to the 
occupant's breathing zone. 

Finally, workshop participants agreed that the ASHRAE 
Standard 62-1989 indoor air quality procedure is rarely used. 

Quesrion 2: ls compliance with ventilation standards enforced? 
lf so, how and is the enforcement effective? 

Workshop attendees universally agreed that the enforcement 
of ventilation standards is ineffective. This opinion was held 
independent of geographic borders. Reasons offered included the 
absence of an easy, standardized prococol to check compliance 
and the concern that competent code checking is unusual. For 
example, participants were divided on both the usefulness of car
bon dioxide tracer decay studies and the use of flow hood mea
surements in combination with techniques tO determine the 
percent outside air in air-handling units. 

Health and safecy inspectors only have time to inspect 
problem buildings. Therefore, although desirable, buildings are 
not spot checked to ensure compliance. 

Finally, some participants expressed the opinion that 
improved education and certification efforts may be a better way 
ro address the issue of ensuring compliance. 

Question 3: How can venrilation standards or guidelines be 
improved? 

How should ventilation standards address smoking? 
No clear consensus was achieved on how ventilation stan

dards should address smoking. For example, some participants felt 
that smoking should be explicitly addressed in ventilation stan
dards; others thought smoking should be the subject of a separate, 
global guideline. Similarly, attendees were split on whether 
environmental tobacco smoke is a problem in recirculated air. 
Finally, some participants view tobacco smoke as only one of 
many pollutants co be concerned about, while others view it as an 
easily identified and controlled source. 

One participant discussed the Swedish experience with this 
issue. In Sweden, there is a ban on smoking in buildings with sus
ceptible populations, e.g., schools and hospitals. In addition, it 
is recommended that there be a ban on recirculating air in build
ings where smoking is permitted or, at a minimum, signs posted 
to inform building visitors (and occupants) when tobacco smoke 
is included in recirculated air. Another participant reported that 
the American Industrial Hygiene Association has recommended 
that, in addition to establishing smoking cessation programs, 
employers should set aside a work and/or lounge area for smok
ing if all employees assigned to the area agree to the designation 
and the air exhausted from such an area is vented to the outside. 

How should ventilation standards address other indoor pol
lutants? 

Some workshop participants expressed the opinion that it 
was a lost cause at this time to list more than the pollutants cur
rently identified in ASHRAE Standard 62-1989. Other par
ticipants thought chat the recent Scandinavian efforts to identify 
pollutants of concern and acceptable levels within different classes 
of air quality merited consideration. All participants felt that addi
tional research on the health effects of both individual pollutants 
and pollutant mixtures is needed. 

What is the role of ventilation standards or guidelines in the 
construction, commissioning, operation, and maintenance of 
buildings? 

Workshop attendees strongly endorsed the application of 
ventilation standards or guidelines in all phases of a building's life, 
from design through construction and commissioning, operation 
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and maintenance. and renovation. Participants noted that Califor
nia's \«O~ntilation standard already applies to building operation 
and maintenance. In addition. attendees stated-that consideration 
should be given to providing a section on compliance in ventila
tion standards. 

Other Questions 

\\'orkshop participants were asked three additional questions 
related to improving ventilation standards or guidelines. Due to 
the ambitious sec of questions prepared for discussion, these ques
tions received relatively less time and attention and are summa
rized as a group below. 

\Vith respect to how air-cleaning technologies should be 
considered in ventilation standards, some workshop participants 
expressed the opinion that ASHRAE's filter standards should 
address health implications in addition co engineering per
formance. Separate ventilation standards were deemed appro
priate for residences and large buildings, although this opinion 
was not unanimously held. Finally, with respect to whether stan
dards should provide minimum and recommended criteria, atten
dees felt that Scandinavian thought on different classes of air 
quality was an intriguing concept that merited serious con
sideration. 

Additional Comments 

Along the way, participants made comments that enriched 
the workshop discussions. These opinions are presented below in 
bulletized form: 

SB 

•The IAQ procedure oi ASH RAE Standard 62-1989 is good, but 
designers need emissions data, a model to predict exposures, and 
a method to evaluate L.\Q performance before the procedure will 
be widely used. 

• Outside airflow percentages should be increased as variable-air
volume systems reduce total flow. Maintaining outside airflow 
rates at a constant percentage of supply airflow is inadequate. 

• Outside air should be provided by a separate, independent 
system. 

• Ventilation effectiveness should continue to be a consideration 
in ventilation standards or guidelines, but it may only be a ± lOOJo 
effect. Rather, pollutant removal effectiveness should be stressed. 

• Federal buildings should serve as examples of good indoor air 
quality. 

• Ole Fanger's example of a building with good indoor air qual
ity (no smoking, low-emitting materials, good ambient air qual
ity) requires about 20 cfm/person! 

• Designers need praccical information on engineering 
approaches to achieve good IAQ. Operation and maintenance 
personnel need similar information. 

• Standard 62-1989 and its related energy requirements are still an 
issue. The relationship varies with building location, function, 
and HVAC system type. 

• Standard 62-1989 should characterize what is meant by an 
"unusual" source. 

• Standard 62-1989 was the product of extensive committee 
deliberations. Those charged with revising the standard should 
take it easy and not rush to prepare a hurried revision. 
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